
From: Murray, Susie
To: "David stagg"
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] File PRJ19-047 Cannabis Lounge and Commercial Sale 2300 Bethards Dr. Bennett Valley
Date: Monday, April 20, 2020 8:23:31 AM
Attachments: image001.jpg

Hello,
 
Thank you for taking the time to send you comments and concerns.  I can assure you that no
authorization has been given to operate a cannabis business from this location.  Staff is currently
reviewing an application for a Conditional Use Permit (CUP).  When the review is complete, a public
meeting will be scheduled before the Planning Commission. When the Commission acts of the
application, approval or denial of the CUP, their decision will be appealable for ten calendar days. 
 
When I am able to return to the office, I’ll put a copy of your email in the public file.  I will also be
sure to provide a copy to the Planning Commission before any action is taken.
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
 
still strong_sm
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From: David stagg <dcstagg@msn.com> 
Sent: Saturday, April 18, 2020 10:53 PM
To: Sawyer, John <jsawyer@srcity.org>; Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] File PRJ19-047 Cannabis Lounge and Commercial Sale 2300 Bethards Dr.
Bennett Valley
 
Dear Ms. Murray and Mr. Sawyer:
 
I am a concerned about the fact that the person who purchased the above property,
apparently has had an authorization from someone to conduct her Cannabis Business.  
To chose this location, in a suburban neighborhood for this purpose, any business savvy
person would not invest a huge sum of money without it.  This is common fiscal sense.
This is the question that should be answered for all who live in Bennett Valley.
 
Now to the demographics that are known to all who live in the area surrounding this proposed
Cannabis Store/Lounge.
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This Cannabis Business will bring in outside elements into this very peaceful, safe
neighborhood.  Drivers under the influence of Vaping and Cannabis causing disturbances.  
People from hugely populated areas, coming into the shopping center, where Baskin Robbins
and Small Restaurants serve families and often children after school.
 
There are children in the area, many of whom live in the apartments, hundreds of apartments.
 Families who allow their children to walk to and from school, and get off school buses in the
area.
In many cases, children are unsupervised from after school until parents return from work.
 
I am simply shocked to think that this neighborhood,  families of all ages living within blocks of
this business, schools, small family owned restaurants, all subject
to a big city mentality, for monetary gain, taking over the community that has felt it was a safe
environment to live in. 
 
I am off my bandwagon now, but challenge you and all those who make decisions for the
communities like these to step up to the plate and make a statement that 
will prevent this horror to begin and destroy Bennett Valley and its wonderful community of
citizens.
 
 
betty.tietsort@gmail.com



From: Bill KaDell
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL]
Date: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 9:48:43 PM

I understand that someone is proposing a pot lounge at the corner of Bethards & Yulupa. That
figures these days. What can you tell me about it? I am a drug and alcohol counselor by
profession, and this rates as a crappy idea. Please tell me what's up.



From: Natalie Mack
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Bethards
Date: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 7:43:21 AM

Hi Susie, 

I'm writing to express my concern about the potential of Alternatives Dispensary moving into
the complex on Bethards in Bennett Valley. I've intentionally chosen to live in Bennett Valley
because it feels safe, not as congested with traffic, and family friendly in comparison to a lot
of other areas in Sonoma County. I am extremely concerned that this dispensary and "lounge"
- which will allow people to consume/smoke on site - will pose a major danger/risk -
increasing traffic in the area and will greatly increase the number of people who are
high/under the influence on the road in my neighborhood. I also worry about robberies and
theft - as I have read stories where this same company has been robbed in the middle of the
day at gunpoint at their west side dispensary location. There is a high population of kids
around 2300 Bethards - walking from the nearby homes and apartments to Safeway, CVS,
school etc. and putting a dispensary in the heart of our area is a serious safety risk for multiple
reasons and will not yield any positive results for our neighborhood. Thank you for your time
and attention to this matter. Please let me know if there are other avenues to express my
concerns on this matter or any upcoming city meetings.

Best,
Natalie Mack
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From: Pat Mai <marvinandpat@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 10:45 AM
To: Murray, Susie
Cc: Dowd, Richard; Sawyer, John; Olivares, Ernesto; htsjtibbits@srcity.org; Schwedhelm, Tom; Rogers, 

Chris; Fleming, Victoria; McGlynn, Sean
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Bethards Cannabis application

Good Morning Ms. Murray: 
 
We are writing to oppose the proposed Cannabis Dispensary with a Cannabis Consumption Lounge at 2300 Bethards 
Drive.  This is a professional office building, currently with a General Plan designation as Office and Zoning Code CO 
(Commercial Office).   
  Changing the use arbitrarily is the wrong thing to do. This is a family oriented neighborhood with hundreds of children 
walking to and from school to their homes past this building.  Even bars serving alcohol have to be licensed individually 
after being studied by the ABC for background investigations of the owner, number of establishments already existing in 
the area, as well as social factors in the area. Adding a cannabis consumption establishment in an office designated 
building is completely inappropriate.  
  Notice given was extremely limited. Most people are only learning of this through social media and word of mouth. 
Otherwise, there would be an outcry from neighbors throughout Bennett Valley. Already, a simple jewelry store right 
across the street has been the target of armed thieves with shots fired, resulting in customers now being vetted before 
admission. Police stated that the location at the very edge of the city with multiple routes of escape was a contributing 
factor to the repeated robberies of the jewelry store. We know the owner of this proposed establishment has already 
experienced armed robberies at another dispensary location.  We do not want this for our neighborhood. This entirely 
inappropriate business application must be denied. 
 
Marvin and Pat Mai 

marvinandpat@gmail.com 



From: bradford@sonic.net
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Bethards cannibas
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 7:06:55 PM

Hi Susy – we live in Bennett Valley and we were not aware of the meeting on January 22 regarding
the cannabis application for 2300 Bethards. Can you please provide an update? It appears the
application is for retail and delivery? Is a “consumption lounge” also being considered? Sincerely,
Gary and Pam Bradford



From: Denise Trione
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Bethards Dr
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 5:39:47 PM

Hello,
I am emailing to voice my opposition for the dispensary and cannabis lounge that is proposed for our Bennett Valley
neighborhood. We have children that frequently ride their bikes to Baskin Robbins and Molly’s bakery. It is very
concerning that we could have patrons of this lounge pulling in and out of driveways at the same intersection.
I cannot understand or support the location of a dispensary and lounge in this family neighborhood. Please consider
my strong opposition and desire to keep our neighborhood and children safe.

Thank you,
Denise Trione Hicks
707-529-3876

Sent from Denise Trione Hicks' iPhone



From: Ann Marie McGee
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Bethards Drive - Proposed use
Date: Saturday, February 1, 2020 10:17:04 AM

I live about 1 mile from this address and I am very concerned about the proposed use for this
building.

My understanding is that Karen Kissler, a Marin resident and Larkspur attorney, recently
purchased this building for the purpose of establishing a retail cannabis dispensary and a
consumption lounge as part of her business known as Alternatives.

I feel this is an extremely inappropriate use for a property that is located in very dense
residential properties, apartments and single family homes.  The traffic for a consumption
lounge is unknown but likely to be significant.  The business is likely to attract many
customers who do not live in this area which is primarily residential.

In addition, the impact on the area businesses for their own parking and image is enormous. 
And for other tenants in her building, to have their office entrances adjacent to this building is
likely to be detrimental. While they can look for alternative locations, that takes time and they
have current leases in place.

This proposed use is very out of character to our Bennett Valley neighborhood.  This is an area
of families and children.  Families out walking and enjoying the peaceful character of our
beautiful area.  The vast majority of Bennett Valley residents are not likely to be customers for
this business establishment.

I was not aware of the topic for the January 22 meeting that was posted on the billboards next
to the offices.  It seems that a meeting like this with such a significant impact should have had
more notice to surrounding residents.

In addition, I have tried to find minutes of the January 22 meeting to no avail and would
appreciate a copy.

Please let me know what can be done to further oppose any change permitting for this building
and business.

Sincerely,

Ann Marie McGee

(707) 595-3542



From: Frances Sims
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Bethards
Date: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 8:42:26 AM

I vehemently oppose this project. It is certainly not fit for a neighborhood. I suggest you spend
some time at this location and get a feel for yourself of the area.  Any elected official who
approves this project should be voted out. I don't see how a consumption lounge would be
considered anything other than a nuisance. It's embarrassing to our "city designed for living"
that this ill conceived project has gotten this far.

Frances Sims



From: Carolyn Zecca Ferris
To: Murray, Susie; Sawyer, John
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Alternatives Dispensary proposal for Bennett Valley
Date: Saturday, April 18, 2020 6:13:45 PM

Dear Ms. Murray and Mr. Sawyer;
 
My family and I, home owners in Bennett Valley for sixty years, find that the Bennett Valley
Community Association Newsletter continues to editorialize in what ought to be news reports
about the cannabis business. 
 
Growing and dispensing cannabis is legal, and is widely supported by our fellow citizens. 
One wouldn’t know this from the reporting in the newsletter.
 
With best regards,
 
Carolyn Zecca Ferris

415 420 7767
 



From: Charis Fitchett
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bethards consumption lounge
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 7:11:44 PM

I live off of Summerfield road and am NOT in favor of the cannabis consumption lounge. Too close to
neighborhoods with children. Wrong location for this business.
Sent from my iPad



From: Cindy Graf
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] BV consumption lounge
Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 4:23:37 PM

Hello,

Being a resident in Bennett Valley where my children attend Strawberry, I’m absolutely opposed to opening a pot
consumption lounge or medicinal store 1/4 mile away from my house.  So many children walk home in our
neighborhood and cross Bethards (including my children) this is a disaster waiting to happen if this project is
approved. 

Thank you,
Cindy Graf

Sent from my iPhone



From: Richard Wiseman
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Cannabis Consumption Lounge
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 3:06:20 PM

Dear Ms. Murray, I am a home owner and business owner in Bennett Valley and I
strongly oppose the proposal to open a cannabis "consumption lounge" at 2300
Bethards Drive.
There is no amount of tax revenue that would justify all of the negatives associated
with having stoned outsiders clogging up our streets, and spewing toxic waste into
our environment and of course the associated crime that follows. I maintain that the
rights of the residents to have a safe and clean neighborhood outweigh any
entitlement that stoners feel they have. If you would like to check my references, I live

and am part owner of the professional office building at
2321 Bethards Drive. I would appreciate a personal reply.

Richard A. Wiseman DMD



From: HILARY LINES
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Cannabis Dispensary - Yulupa\Bethards - Opposed
Date: Thursday, January 30, 2020 10:42:12 AM

Ms. Murray,
I have lived two blocks away from this location for over 20 years and am opposed to having a dispensary and onsite
consumption located in this neighborhood. I am not opposed to cannabis or dispensaries in general as they are
beneficial to many. But, I don’t believe that they should be located in residential areas or small neighborhood strip
shopping centers such as this. I think that the one bar/lounge that we have is enough.
Thanks for listening,
Hilary Lines

Sent from my iPad



From: Millie Sivage
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Cannabis Dispensary 2300 Bethards Santa Rosa
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 8:07:52 PM

Dear Ms. Murray:
 
Having lived in the Bennett Valley neighborhoods for the past 45 years, I am quite familiar with the
location and surroundings of the proposed Dispensary/Lounge.  It is adjacent to shopping which
draws people of all ages, many of whom live in the apartments nearby and are elderly or families
with young children.  Many walk to their destinations in this area.
 
First, I cannot think of any location which would be a reasonable place for such a business and
certainly not at 2300 Bethards!  To include a “lounge” with the retail area could certainly bring about
many undeserved Injuries and/or deaths due to those who drive impaired after having spent some
time at the “LOUNGE”.  Bethards Drive and Bennett Valley Road are long straight streets which make
higher than speed limit speeds easy.  They are also quick access to Bennett Valley Road over to
Petaluma Hill Road as well as Crane Canyon Road….all of which are curvy and can be dangerous at
best.  The point is why increase the danger by adding this type of business? 
 
I recognize that the area is a mixed retail/residential use and that is what has kept it appealing to the
residents mentioned earlier. 
 

I am unequivocally opposed to this business application being approved.
 
Thank you!
 
Millie Sivage
 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 



From: Peter Caven
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Cannabis Dispensary in Bennett Valley
Date: Sunday, January 26, 2020 9:09:32 PM

I am a resident of Bennett Valley for over 12 years  I
feel that the location of the Dispensary is inappropriate. I understand that there is a
consumption lounge that is proposed for this location. As a frequent driver on the "safety
challenged" Bennett Valley Rd. I feel the consumption lounge is a really bad idea. Please
consider my citizen safety concerns when making your decision. It is much better to error on
the side of public safety which will cause no harm, than to make a bad decision that may cause
unnecessary fatalities. Regards, Peter Caven (545-2199).



From: CHRIS MCGETTIGAN
To: Murray, Susie; Sawyer, John
Subject: [EXTERNAL] cannabis lounge
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2020 7:20:53 PM

Dear Ms. Murray and Mr. Sawyer,
I hope you will consider advocating for a different location for the Cannabis Lounge. 
Bethards drive is primarily a residential area with many families with young children. 
There are two public elementary schools within one mile of the proposed site.  Also,
the location is in a far corner of the city and doesn't really make sense anyway.
We strongly feel that we do NOT want a dispensary in Bennett Valley.  I hope you will
decide against putting it there.
Sincerely,
Tony and Christine McGettigan



From: Erica Avon
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Cannisbus Store and Lounge on Bethards/Yalupa Corner
Date: Friday, January 31, 2020 9:04:04 AM

Dear Susie,

I am a resident of Bennett Valley and just learned of the proposed cannabis retail and consumption lounge on the
corner of Bethards and Yalupa. I am opposed to this idea. In all honestly I don’t think I’d ever want this business in
our family-oriented neighborhood, but until there are proven ways to test THC in people’s systems with regards to
driving impaired, it seems irresponsible and negligent for a business to allow public consumption from which people
are likely to drive away. It would be dangerous to pedestrians and other drivers as well as opening up the city and
the business owner(s) to lawsuits if such accidents do occur.

If there is a mailing list I could get on to be aware of future meetings or petitions, I’d appreciate it.

Regards,

Erica Campos



From: Carol
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Consumption lounge project - Yulupa/Bethards
Date: Thursday, January 30, 2020 8:55:20 AM

Susie Murray-

 

I am responding to the proposal for a Consumption Lounge/Pot Shop opening on the corner of
Yulupa/Bethards Drive, Santa Rosa.  I live in Bennett Valley off of Bethards Drive and I am
opposed to the proposed

pot shop/consumption lounge that is being considered at the corner of Yulupa and Bethard
Drive.

First, I am astonished that the surrounding neighborhoods did not receive mailed notices of
this proposed business. Instead of a sign is posted  in front of the building for the proposed
pot shop/consumption lounge site.

Most people either do not see the sign or do not stop and read the sign for various reasons.  I
did not read the sign because I have been out of town.  The City had a obligation to mail the
proposed business permit to all the residents of Bennett Valley well ahead of the meeting
that was held.  By not doing so, it appears the City wanted this proposal to be hidden from the
community.  This proposed business will have a negative impact on the

community.  What is the City thinking?

The negative impact:

         Children and families in the immediate area.  The proposed site is surrounded by
homes and apartments that are occupied by families.  Pot shops and pot consumption
lounges do not belong in a neighborhood with

with children.  I am always hearing the City talking about protecting “children”,
but now the City is turning a blind eye.  There are schools close by this proposed
site.  There is a bus stop across the street

from the proposed site that families and children use.  Parents walk their
children around this area including in front of the building that this business
wants to occupy.

Crime.  Pot shops bring crime to neighborhoods.  We hear this constantly in the
newspaper about robberies, assaults, and bad behavior around pot shops.  This
business will also include a pot consumption/lounge that will attract bad



behavior.  The proposed business owner  has a track record of  armed robberies 
at his other business site and that is only a pot shop.  This is not a business that is
acceptable in Bennett Valley.  Why would the City want to invite more crime
into a quiet neighborhood?

 

A pot consumption lounge?  Why is this being considered?  Do we need stoned
people driving after vaping?  They will be driving out into an intersection already
that has heavy traffic.  Will the City be taking responsibility

when people are injured from a stoned driver coming out of the vaping den? 
There will be increased traffic.  We don’t need this.  The proposed site is
incompatible with the neighborhood.

 Sonoma County does not have a pot lounge anywhere.  Now City is
considering one?  No less in a family oriented neighborhood? 

What kind of a City government would want to thrust this kind of business that
includes  selling pot, delivering pot, a consumption lounge for vaping, eating
edibles, etc. in  FAMILY NEIGHBORHOOD?

Property values will decrease with this type of business in the Bennett Valley
community.  Is this business an attractive business that will enhance the
neighborhood? No.  It does not enhance the

homes and apartments surrounding the proposed business site and it is not
compatible with the current surrounding businesses.  Come and take a look at the
parking lots of the Safeway shopping center and

the Annadel shopping center. Both are heavily trafficked.  In the of best times, a
person has to be very alert to avoid accidents driving through the parking lots. 
People specifically coming to the pot shop and

lounge who have been smoking pot  - how alert will some of those people be? 
Will the City be taking responsibility of the injuries due to pot use when
someone is injured due to inattentive driving because of

consumption of pot in the pot lounge?   The City should not give a permit to this
business owner to open a pot shop/and consumption lounge in this
neighborhood.  This type of business should not be any

family oriented neighborhood.  Period.  

Carol Stewart



542 5701

       



From: storms
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] COVID.19.AND.MARIJUANA.USE.AND.SALES.pdf
Date: Monday, March 23, 2020 3:36:50 PM
Attachments: COVID.19.AND.MARIJUANA.USE.AND.SALES.pdf

Dear Susie:
Hope you are doing well right now. I wanted to send this to you as it is very
pertinent to the immediate situation. 

I am extremely concerned that in the rush to allow the number and types of
marijuana businesses in Sonoma County, the city and county leadership
has been far too lax in protecting the public.

In it's rush to accommodate the pot peddlars, our local government has
proven that they are very short-sighted and extremely lacking in basic
knowledge of the many risks to the public health that marijuana brings. I will
call it what it really is, and that is pure greed for tax dollars. 

I am also very concerned that the city of Santa Rosa and the County of
Sonoma is aggressively pushing the idea of our beautiful county as some
kind of marijuana mecca. This cannot be allowed to happen, and it is
incumbent on each and every one of us to stem this tide.

Sincerely, 
Ann Storms



From: Ed montague
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Dispensary
Date: Monday, April 6, 2020 9:25:08 AM

I do object to the dispensary in Bennett Valley near the shopping center.  Thank you, Connie Montague
Sent from my iPhone



From: Heather Greer
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Dispensary at Yulupa and Bethards...
Date: Friday, January 31, 2020 5:08:00 PM

Hello Ms Murray,

I know you’ve probably been bombarded with emails from those opposing the dispensary
proposed in Bennett Valley. I am a homeowner and not in opposition of the dispensary. 

I am opposed to the lounge, but only because I feel that people shouldn’t be under the
influence of anything while driving. Other than that, I am excited that a new business will be
joining the neighborhood, and feel that dispensaries are a great way for people to access
cannabis for medical and personal needs. 

With that said, my only other concern is the speed limit on Yulupa between Bennett Valley
Road and Tachevah. It is now at 40mph, which is already too fast for this road, considering
residential and business driveways. Also, many children and folks on bicycles use this road
daily. 

I’m not sure if that can be addressed in the proposal,   but that’s my two cents. Thank you for
opening up the discussion for people to express their concerns. I think many who oppose the
dispensary simply don’t understand how they operate or the clientele they bring in. 

Sincerely,
Heather Greer
(Vista Del Lago resident)



From: Rachel Zierdt
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Dispensory in Santa Rosa
Date: Saturday, April 4, 2020 9:11:34 AM

Dear Ms.Murray 

I am sending you my formal opposition to the cannabis business request to be placed near in
Bennett Valley Shopping Center on Yulupa.
I don’t understand why the city is even considering this.  There is an elementary school
basically around the cornor. This area is densely residential. I think that any type of adult type
of lounge...being for wines, alcholol, or cannabis is not appropriate for this area. Stop this type
of business in this area. It is not a safe environoment possibly accelerating safety issues for the
residents. 

Rachel Zierdt



From: papaeshield@gmail.com
To: Murray, Susie; Sawyer, John
Subject: [EXTERNAL] File No. PRJ19-047 - proposed Cannabis Dispensary at 2300 Bethards Drive (at Yulupa)
Date: Thursday, April 9, 2020 5:21:29 PM

Hello and thank you for your service to our community. My name is Eric Shield, and my wife
Suzie and I are residents of Bennett Valley, having moved here because of the quality of
character of the community and rural beauty.
We are both concerned about the proposed Cannabis Dispensary being proposed near
Bennett Valley Shopping Center and want to voice our strong opposition. The site is very close
to family homes with children, as well as schools and day care centers and we have concerns
about how a project of this sort may degrade the character of the area, not to mention the
increased traffic and late night hours. The building had been used for mostly professional
offices, such as architects and engineers, who tended to operate weekdays from 9 am to 5
pm, and generate minimal traffic.
 
I believe these issues deserve investigation as to whether the zoning is appropriate because
the use seems incompatible with the neighborhood.
 
Thank you,
Eric
 
Eric Shield | 714-943-3712
 



From: David stagg
To: Sawyer, John; Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] File PRJ19-047 Cannabis Lounge and Commercial Sale 2300 Bethards Dr. Bennett Valley
Date: Saturday, April 18, 2020 10:52:47 PM

Dear Ms. Murray and Mr. Sawyer:

I am a concerned about the fact that the person who purchased the above property,
apparently has had an authorization from someone to conduct her Cannabis Business.  
To chose this location, in a suburban neighborhood for this purpose, any business savvy
person would not invest a huge sum of money without it.  This is common fiscal sense.
This is the question that should be answered for all who live in Bennett Valley.

Now to the demographics that are known to all who live in the area surrounding this proposed
Cannabis Store/Lounge.

This Cannabis Business will bring in outside elements into this very peaceful, safe
neighborhood.  Drivers under the influence of Vaping and Cannabis causing disturbances.  
People from hugely populated areas, coming into the shopping center, where Baskin Robbins
and Small Restaurants serve families and often children after school.

There are children in the area, many of whom live in the apartments, hundreds of apartments.
 Families who allow their children to walk to and from school, and get off school buses in the
area.
In many cases, children are unsupervised from after school until parents return from work.

I am simply shocked to think that this neighborhood,  families of all ages living within blocks of
this business, schools, small family owned restaurants, all subject
to a big city mentality, for monetary gain, taking over the community that has felt it was a safe
environment to live in. 

I am off my bandwagon now, but challenge you and all those who make decisions for the
communities like these to step up to the plate and make a statement that 
will prevent this horror to begin and destroy Bennett Valley and its wonderful community of
citizens.
 

betty.tietsort@gmail.com



From: Elliot Funk
To: Murray, Susie
Cc: ra wiseman@yahoo.com
Subject: [EXTERNAL] FW: Cannabis Consumption Lounge
Date: Monday, February 10, 2020 1:29:04 PM

Ms. Murray, 
 
I am also a resident of Bennett Valley at   I also strongly oppose a "cannabis
consumption lounge" at 2300 Bethards, and mirror the feelings of Dr. Wiseman.
 
I can't think of one positive reason to bring this kind of facility into Bennett Valley.  There is no "Up-
Side" and a plethora of "Down Sides".
 
Elliot Funk
 
 

From: Richard Wiseman <ra_wiseman@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 3:06 PM
To: smurray@srcity.org
Subject: Cannabis Consumption Lounge
 
Dear Ms. Murray, I am a home owner and business owner in Bennett Valley and I
strongly oppose the proposal to open a cannabis "consumption lounge" at 2300
Bethards Drive.
There is no amount of tax revenue that would justify all of the negatives associated
with having stoned outsiders clogging up our streets, and spewing toxic waste into
our environment and of course the associated crime that follows. I maintain that the
rights of the residents to have a safe and clean neighborhood outweigh any
entitlement that stoners feel they have. If you would like to check my references, I live

and am part owner of the professional office building at
2321 Bethards Drive. I would appreciate a personal reply.
 
Richard A. Wiseman DMD



From: Skip Scinto
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] FW: from Karen Kissler Dispensary Updates (Smoking Lounge withdrawn)
Date: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 9:53:49 AM
Attachments: IMG 20200129 083020078.jpg

IMG 20200129 083321071.jpg

It got rejected due to the size.
 
Skip Scinto
Global Sales
Reserve Power Division
East Penn Manufacturing Co, Inc.
(707)332-7812
www.dekabatteries.com

 
From: Skip Scinto 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 9:43 AM
To: 'SMurray@srcity.org' <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: FW: from Karen Kissler Dispensary Updates (Smoking Lounge withdrawn)
 
Susie,
We received this yesterday from Karen Kissler. I take issues with a lot of what
she is saying.
Although she has withdrawn the request for a smoking/vaporizing lounge, what
will stop them from doing this while parked outside of the building.
A major concern with the “consumption” lounge, is after ingesting whatever
they purchase, they still have to drive.
I really take exception to her addressing Community Participation and Property
Values based on her operation a similar facility on the “West” side of Santa
Rosa.
I have attached pictures showing the actual facility. Can someone share with
me how she feels that she has improved the property values of the near this
location.
If she feels so strongly about staying local, why isn’t she doing this where she
actually lives, and not here in Santa Rosa.
I am a resident of Bennet Valley, and her statement is typical from someone
that doesn’t actually reside here. Yes, we are family oriented neighborhood,
and for that reason, we do not want our children exposed to this on a daily



bases…
I also attached what I believe will be her way of handling the garage flooding
issue. I wonder if this even passed code.
Thanks for your consideration on this issue.
 
 
 
Skip Scinto
Global Sales
Reserve Power Division
East Penn Manufacturing Co, Inc.
(707)332-7812
www.dekabatteries.com

 
From: Kim Le 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 5:31 AM
To: Skip Scinto <sscinto@mkbattery.com>
Subject: FW: from Karen Kissler Dispensary Updates (Smoking Lounge withdrawn)
 
 
 

From: KAREN KISSLER [mailto:mskslr@comcast.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 5:44 PM
To: Karen Esq. <mskslr@comcast.net>
Subject: from Karen Kissler Dispensary Updates (Smoking Lounge withdrawn)
 

**WARNING: External Content**
Dear 2300 Bethards Tenants,
 
On behalf of Alternatives East, the proposed dispensary at 2300 Bethards Dr., I would
like to thank you for reaching out to find out more about the application. Because we
have had some opposition to the proposed smoking or vaporizing lounge and we
want to be responsive to our neighbors, tenants, and friends, we have withdrawn
the request for a smoking/vaporizing lounge at the building. Hence, it will be
unlawful for anyone to vape or smoke anywhere on the property. 
 
Some concerns raised at our meeting were:
 
Odor:
 
Enclosed please find the revised report of Yorke Engineers confirming that we will not
be packaging, processing, trimming, or drying cannabis at the store as it will come to



us pre-packaged.
 
The report states 1 :
 
“We understand that Alternatives East Unit A will be a cannabis dispensary facility in
which no packaging, processing, trimming, or drying of cannabis will be conducted.
All cannabis will be pre-packaged and purchased from state licensed cultivators and
manufacturers through state licensed distribution facilities. Retail of properly pre-
packaged products will have significantly reduced odors compared to cannabis
production facilities or loose product facilities.
 
We also understand that Unit B will be a consumption lounge and will allow certain
specified consumption modes such as tinctures and edibles. No vaporizing or
smoking will be permitted.
 
It is our opinion that an odor mitigation plan can be developed and implemented that
will result in no substantial odors outside the proposed facilities. Alternatives East has
proposed, and Yorke recommends, that the odor mitigation plan and associated
ventilation system be designed and certified by an appropriate professional and
maintained properly. (Emph. Added.)
 
Because the store will have its own HVAC system, none of the other tenants in the
building will detect odors that might come from the store (if any did escape.)
 
 
Traffic:
 
We will conduct a survey which will satisfy the City’s requirements that traffic will not
be unduly impacted because of the new store. The extra-wide avenues surrounding
Bethards and Yulupa are more than sufficient to handle auto traffic.
 
Security:
 
Sean Cooke manager of All Guard Security attended the neighborhood meeting and
was able to assure attendees (before and after the meeting) that modern, state of the
art security will be utilized. Our high-tech security will be discreet, nearly invisible, and
thorough.  
 
Many studies have shown that increased security in neighborhoods prevents crime
because it provides “eyes on the street.” People who know they are under
surveillance behave differently because they feel their actions are under scrutiny and
being recorded.
 
Many times, when trouble or traffic accidents occur, the police turn to local
businesses for security footage to determine what happened. In this way, Alternatives
East will be an asset to our community.
 

2



But a  study from 2017   found that cannabis dispensaries had a positive effect on
crime in the neighborhoods in which they are located, and have lowered crime, for the
same reason that restaurants reduce crime in the neighborhoods in which they are
located.
 
Researchers from the study reported, "Our results demonstrate that the dispensaries
were not the crime magnets that they were often described as, but instead reduced
crime in their immediate vicinity." Some other ways dispensaries reduce crime are by
maintaining well lit areas, keeping surrounding vegetation trimmed and attractive, and
dispensary staff are trained to report suspicious activity.
 
Community Participation:
 
For the past 10 years, Alternatives has operated a successful dispensary on Hampton
Way, near Stony Point and Sebastopol Rd. First serving medicinal, and then
recreational cannabis since 2018, Alternatives has been a model participant in our
community. Alternatives’ annual Warm Sock drive for the homeless and Christmas
Toy Drives have brought smiles to many. We have helped transform our
neighborhood. When the home next door went into foreclosure, we received
permission to paint it and haul away all the garbage on the property. We striped the
street, landscaped, paved, and converted an old smog shop that was violating
building codes in to a warm, welcoming, safe place. Medically, we have contributed to
studies on the effect of cannabis on Alzheimer patients, cancer patients, and, notably,
we brought the brain tumor experts at UCSF and California Pacific Medical Center to
study cannabis’ effect on brain gliomas. We have sponsored patients in need, give
discounts to seniors, veterans, students, and teachers and run educational programs
on diverse topics including safe growing techniques and safe use of cannabis. We
treat every interaction as an opportunity to listen to individual needs and respond.
 
Property Values:
 
While the new store will occupy only about 2500SF of the 17,000SF building, the
store will have a positive economic impact on our neighborhood. Per a recent  study 3
 that looked at dispensaries (referred to as retail conversions in the study) and
housing, "single family residences close to a retail conversion (within 0.1 miles)
increased in value by approximately 8.4% relative to houses that are located slightly
farther from a conversion..." A rise of 8.4% in the value of a home is significant for
nearby homeowners.
 
Dispensaries increase property values in the surrounding area by:
 

Renovating commercial properties (maintenance on 2300 Bethards has been
neglected for many years)
Encouraging other types of businesses to relocate near the dispensary
Dispensary staff often volunteer in the local community to clean up the
neighborhood
Reducing crime in the neighborhood in which they are located



 
 
Staying Local is Important
 
Alternatives hires locally, helping people afford to live in our community (we also offer
health and dental insurance, pay well above minimum wage, and hire a diverse staff.)
Local businesses all benefit from increased use of restaurants, banks, stores, service
industries, and more.
 
Moreover, big canna-business has arrived in town. Most new dispensaries opening
are funded by multi-million dollar investors who have been promised huge returns and
glitzy stores that will sell national brands with the best advertising. While it may be
lucrative, this business model draws money away from local, small farmers and chef-
manufacturers who just can’t compete.
 
Alternatives is the exact opposite. It has been 100% woman owned without any
outside investors. We give preference to local small, family farmers and
manufacturers. We train farmers in complex state and local compliance to support
their hard work and reach out to even more farmers to come in from the gray markets
and into the light of lab testing and tax contribution.
 
Bennett Valley has always supported productive citizens who treasure our natural
environment, respect others’ differences, and appreciate privacy. It also encourages
light heartedness, the arts and music, and spiritual growth. Alternatives East fits
Bennett Valley perfectly with its respect and love for nature, discrete and understated
presence, and quiet support for all our neighbors and community.
 
Alternatives hopes you will write a letter supporting our branch, Alternatives East, to
that we may continue to provide the finest service to our community possible!
 
  Please email me back with your thoughts and responses. I look forward to
hearing from you!
 
Thank you and Be Well,
 
 
 
Karen Kissler for Alternatives East
 
 
 
 
1 Pg.1, Para. 3
 
2 Univ. of Calif. Irvine study, Journal of Urban Economics/Marshall School of
Business,” "Our results demonstrate that the dispensaries were not the crime
magnets that they were often described as, but instead reduced crime in their



immediate vicinity," said Jacobson…Jacobson added, "We can conclude from our
research that retail businesses are effective in lowering crime, even when the retail
business is a medical marijuana dispensary."
 
  https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/07/170711125704.htm
 
3 “Contact High: The External Effects of Retail Marijuana Establishments on House
Prices James Conklin, University of Georgia∗ Moussa Diop, University of Wisconsin-
Madison † and Herman Li, California State University, Sacramento ‡ August 30,
2017. “We find that single family residences close to a retail conversion increased in
value by approximately 8% relative to houses that are located slightly farther away.”
https://wsbfiles.wsb.wisc.edu/digital/mdiop/intellcont_journal/contact_high_public-
1.pdf
 



From: Moira Jacobs
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Fwd: 2300 BETHARDS DR, SANTA ROSA, CA 95405 (@YULUPA)
Date: Thursday, February 6, 2020 11:22:29 AM

Hello Susie,

Could you please confirm you have received this?

Thank you,
Moira

Begin forwarded message:

From: Moira Jacobs <moiraajacobs@comcast.net>
Date: January 30, 2020 at 11:36:04 AM PST
Subject: RE: 2300 BETHARDS DR, SANTA ROSA, CA 95405
(@YULUPA) 

Hello Susie,

Regarding: PROJECT ADDRESS - 2300 BETHARDS DR, SANTA
ROSA, CA 95405 (@YULUPA) 

I’d like to communicate my family’s strong objection to this
proposed location for sale and delivery services of marijuana and
other THC related drugs and edible drugs. This is simply NOT
compatible in this Bennett Valley neighborhood. We are a family
friendly mostly residential area. This proposed project provides real
health and safety dangers to the neighborhood. It is incompatible with
this residential and pedestrian traffic area. 

That particular corner location is a terrible and dangerous location for
the regular pedestrian traffic strolling across the sidewalk there. The
building abuts very closely to the sidewalk, where children and elders
regularly stroll, there’s also a bicycle lane at the driveway.

My husband and I strongly oppose this site selling any drug, any
THC infused product, as well due to the negative health
consequences and the danger of this for all youth passing that
building.

Moreover, crime associated with recreational pot sales and delivery
services is a very real danger. This same owner had armed robberies
at her other locations. One of the armed robberies was a gunman
robbing 200 joints from her delivery person in the PARKING LOT.
 Siting this operation right in the middle of a family friendly



residential neighborhood is simply WRONG.  

Finally, the net increase in traffic out of that one small driveway,
going across the heavily used pedestrian sidewalk and bicycle lane is
not a wise location for obvious reasons.  This was a quiet
professional building with architects, CPA’s, etc, very little car traffic
in or out.

Please answer these questions:

1) is this owner still trying to get a drug consumption “lounge”
approved as well as the proposed retail drug sales and delivery
service?  
2) what THC infused products (marijuana, joints of marijuana, edible
forms of THC infused products, dabs, anything with THC - what are
the exact products that could be CONSUMED onsite?
3) Same above, what exact products could be purchased onsite?
4) How many delivery drivers would be there on a daily basis and for
what hours?
5) How many cars are expected to drive in and out of the single
driveway? 
6) Does SRPD or Sonoma Sherriff have a current method to test for
THC in all potential DUIs? If they stop someone for a driving
violation or suspected DUI what is current method to test for
marijuana or THC levels?
7) What is the time frame for this process? Please explain the permit
approval process, and timing estimates. What agencies of City of
Santa Rosa are involved?
8) Please enter this AAA study into the record for this application:
https://newsroom.aaa.com/2020/01/fatal-crashes-involving-drivers-
who-test-positive-for-marijuana-increase-after-state-legalizes-drug/
9) Please enter this report and attach it to this application review
process and file:
https://ajph.aphapublications.org/doi/10.2105/AJPH.2017.303818
10) Please also enter this report into this public record application
process:
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/the-new-
brain/201603/marijuana-use-may-increase-violent-behavior

Thank you,
Moira Jacobs
Bennett Valley



From: Christine Armigo
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Fwd: About the Dispensary Application at 2300 Bethards...
Date: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 1:42:18 AM
Attachments: Odor Mitigation Study Final.pdf

Ms. Murray,

I am shocked and disappointed that you gave my name as one voicing opposition to this
proposed business owner.

Is this how business is done, sharing our personal information?

I emailed you, Ms Murray, not Ms. Kissler.

Christine Armigo, MSN, RNC
Sent from my iPhone
510-693-2167

Begin forwarded message:

From: KAREN KISSLER <mskslr@comcast.net>
Date: January 28, 2020 at 6:50:39 PM PST
To: "Karen Esq." <mskslr@comcast.net>
Subject: About the Dispensary Application at 2300 Bethards...
Reply-To: KAREN KISSLER <mskslr@comcast.net>

Alternatives East

2300 Bethards Dr.

Santa Rosa CA 95405

Karen Kissler: (415) 250-8888

January 28, 2020

Dear Neighbors,

On behalf of Alternatives East, the proposed dispensary at 2300 Bethards
Dr., I would like to thank you for reaching out to find out more about the
application. Many of the responses have been supportive, some have
been opposed. Overall, many have been opposed to the proposed
smoking or vaporizing lounge, connected to the dispensary. Because we
are responsive to our neighbors and the community, Alternatives
East has withdrawn its request for a vaporizing lounge at the



location. Hence, it will be unlawful for anyone to vape or smoke anywhere
on the property, in accordance with Santa Rosa regulations. Like many
stores, though, we would like to be allowed to dispense edibles and
tinctures. As our planner, Susie Murray stated at our meeting, the City has
granted this type of consumption to other dispensaries and allows
customers to sample various food products permitted by the state.

Some concerns raised at our meeting were:

Odor:

Attached please find the revised report of Yorke Engineers confirming that
we will not be packaging, processing, trimming, or drying cannabis at the
store as it will come to us pre-packaged.

The report states 1 :

“We understand that Alternatives East Unit A will be a cannabis
dispensary facility in which no packaging, processing, trimming, or drying
of cannabis will be conducted. All cannabis will be pre-packaged and
purchased from state licensed cultivators and manufacturers through state
licensed distribution facilities. Retail of properly pre-packaged products will
have significantly reduced odors compared to cannabis production
facilities or loose product facilities.

We also understand that Unit B will be a consumption lounge and will
allow certain specified consumption modes such as tinctures and edibles.
No vaporizing or smoking will be permitted.

It is our opinion that an odor mitigation plan can be developed and
implemented that will result in no substantial odors outside the proposed
facilities. Alternatives East has proposed, and Yorke recommends, that
the odor mitigation plan and associated ventilation system be designed
and certified by an appropriate professional and maintained properly.
(Emph. Added.)

Because the store will have its own HVAC system, none of the other
tenants in the building would detect odors that might come from the store
(if any did escape.)

Traffic:

We will conduct a survey which will satisfy the City’s requirements that
traffic will not be unduly impacted because of the new store. The extra-
wide avenues surrounding Bethards and Yulupa are more than sufficient
to handle auto traffic.



Security:

Sean Cooke manager of All Guard Security attended the neighborhood
meeting and was able to assure attendees (before and after the meeting)
that modern, state of the art security will be utilized. Our high-tech security
will be discreet, nearly invisible, and thorough.  

Many studies have shown that increased security in neighborhoods
prevents crime because it provides “eyes on the street.” People who know
they are under surveillance behave differently because they feel their
actions are under scrutiny and being recorded.

Many times, when trouble or traffic accidents occur, the police turn to local
businesses for security footage to determine what happened. In this way,
Alternatives East will be an asset to our community.

But a  study from 2017 2  found that cannabis dispensaries had a positive
effect on crime in the neighborhoods in which they are located, and have
lowered crime, for the same reason that restaurants reduce crime in the
neighborhoods in which they are located.

Researchers from the study reported, "Our results demonstrate that the
dispensaries were not the crime magnets that they were often described
as, but instead reduced crime in their immediate vicinity." Some other
ways dispensaries reduce crime are by maintaining well lit areas, keeping
surrounding vegetation trimmed and attractive, and dispensary staff are
trained to report suspicious activity.

Community Participation:

For the past 10 years, Alternatives has operated a successful dispensary
on Hampton Way, near Stony Point and Sebastopol Rd. First serving
medicinal, and then recreational cannabis since 2018, Alternatives has
been a model participant in our community. Alternatives’ annual Warm
Sock drive for the homeless and Christmas Toy Drives have brought
smiles to many. We have helped transform our neighborhood. When the
home next door went into foreclosure, we received permission to paint it
and haul away all the garbage on the property. We striped the street,
landscaped, paved, and converted an old smog shop that was violating
building codes in to a warm, welcoming, safe place. Medically, we have
contributed to studies on the effect of cannabis on Alzheimer patients,
cancer patients, and, notably, we brought the brain tumor experts at UCSF
and California Pacific Medical Center to study cannabis’ effect on brain
gliomas. We have sponsored patients in need, give discounts to seniors,
veterans, students, and teachers and run educational programs on diverse
topics including safe growing techniques and safe use of cannabis. We
treat every interaction as an opportunity to listen to individual needs and



respond.

Property Values:

While the new store will occupy only about 2500SF of the 17,000SF
building, the store will have a positive economic impact on our
neighborhood. Per a recent  study 3  that looked at dispensaries (referred
to as retail conversions in the study) and housing, "single family
residences close to a retail conversion (within 0.1 miles) increased in
value by approximately 8.4% relative to houses that are located slightly
farther from a conversion..." A rise of 8.4% in the value of a home is
significant for nearby homeowners.

Dispensaries increase property values in the surrounding area by:

Renovating commercial properties (maintenance on 2300 Bethards
has been neglected for many years)
Encouraging other types of businesses to relocate near the
dispensary
Dispensary staff often volunteer in the local community to clean up
the neighborhood
Reducing crime in the neighborhood in which they are located

Staying Local is Important

Alternatives hires locally, helping people afford to live in our community
(we also offer health and dental insurance, pay well above minimum
wage, and hire a diverse staff.) Local businesses all benefit from
increased use of restaurants, banks, stores, service industries, and more.

Moreover, big canna-business has arrived in town. Most new dispensaries
opening are funded by multi-million dollar investors who have been
promised huge returns and glitzy stores that will sell national brands with
the best advertising. While it may be lucrative, this business model draws
money away from local, small farmers and chef-manufacturers who just
can’t compete.

Alternatives is the exact opposite. It has been 100% woman owned
without any outside investors. We give preference to local small, family
farmers and manufacturers. We train farmers in complex state and local
compliance to support their hard work and reach out to even more farmers
to come in from the gray markets and into the light of lab testing and tax
contribution.

Bennett Valley has always supported productive citizens who treasure our



natural environment, respect others’ differences, and appreciate privacy. It
also encourages light-heartedness, the arts and music, and spiritual
growth. Alternatives East fits Bennett Valley perfectly with its respect and
love for nature, discrete and understated presence, and quiet support for
all our neighbors and community.

Alternatives hopes you will write a letter supporting our branch,
Alternatives East, to that we may continue to provide the finest service to
our community possible!

Thank you and Be Well,

Karen Kissler for Alternatives East

PS. If, as a result of this information, you are inclined to withdraw your
opposition, we would be very grateful. Susie Murray's email is
smurray@srcity.org. Thank you. 

1 Pg.1, Para. 3

2 Univ. of Calif. Irvine study, Journal of Urban Economics/Marshall School
of Business,” "Our results demonstrate that the dispensaries were not the
crime magnets that they were often described as, but instead reduced
crime in their immediate vicinity," said Jacobson…Jacobson added, "We
can conclude from our research that retail businesses are effective in
lowering crime, even when the retail business is a medical marijuana
dispensary."

  https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/07/170711125704.htm

3 “Contact High: The External Effects of Retail Marijuana Establishments
on House Prices James Conklin, University of Georgia* Moussa Diop,
University of Wisconsin-Madison † and Herman Li, California State
University, Sacramento ‡ August 30, 2017. “We find that single family
residences close to a retail conversion increased in value by
approximately 8% relative to houses that are located slightly farther away.”
https://wsbfiles.wsb.wisc.edu/digital/mdiop/intellcont journal/contact high public-
1.pdf



From: Emily Szopsinki
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Issue: Opposition of marijuana consumption lounge in bennet valley
Date: Thursday, January 30, 2020 1:03:39 PM

Hello,

I am a home owner and parent who lives near the proposed marijuana consumption lounge/store on Yulupa and
Bethards. I would like to express my deepest concern and opposition to placing such an establishment in our family
friendly neighborhood. I am concerned for several reasons: the fact that customers can get high at this establishment
and leave, driving through the shopping center and out of bennet valley poses a danger for all
driving/walking/cycling in the area. This increases risk of robbery, potentially involving dangerous weapons in our
area- as the owner has experienced in her current location. I am also concerned about the type of customers this
facility will attract and feel concerned walking in the shopping center with my young daughter knowing this would
be there. Please consider these concerns and please advocate to keep bennet valley family friendly and safe.

Thank you,

Emily Szopinski



THE REV. GA I L  L E E  C A F F E R A T A ,  P H . D .  

r e v g a i l c @ g m a i l . c o m  
7 0 7 - 9 5 3 - 0 2 0 2  ( C E L L )  

 
 
January 27, 2020 
 
Dear Ms. Murray, 
 
I am writing to oppose the permit for a pot dispensary and pot lounge at the corner 
of Bethards and Yulupa Avenues. This use of space is completely incompatible 
with our residential community and belongs downtown so tourists as well as 
residents who want to use it can enjoy its benefits, people can walk to it, and there 
is ample public transportation.  
 
I am opposed for many reasons, the most important that people purchasing pot 
and even worse, consuming it there, would be extremely dangerous to the many 
pedestrians including parents with children and babystrollers, the elderly, people 
with disabilities such those using wheelchairs or walkers, and bicyclists. I am 74 
years old and walk through that intersection just about every day. A pot lounge 
(Perish the thought!) has the potential for those impaired by pot to hit or injure 
pedestrians like me with cars, trucks, motorcycles and other vehicles. Impaired 
consumers of pot would threaten the many children walking home from school on 
either Yulupa or Bethards. Besides local schools being a destination, there are 
school bus stops on Bethards from which about 10-15 children walk home (I can 
get the numbers). Further, a pot lounge sending out impaired consumers has the 
potential to increase traffic accidents at an already busy intersection.  
 
We do not have a regular police presence because our neighborhood is peaceful. 
I’ve lived here for 20 years and have never seen a police car patrolling except one 
planted (rarely!) to catch traffic scofflaws. It’s bad enough that we have drag 
races on Bethards and Summerfield (and the folks are never caught), and 
sideshows on Yulupa (one person caught?). An out of control driver recently ran 
through the barrier and fence at the end of Summerfield! Heaven knows how 
many more accidents like this would happen with impaired strangers lost or trying 
to evade police in a chase.  
 
A pot dispensary and lounge will attract out-of-town car drag or sideshow racers 
and spectators who will endanger our people and property by criminal activity and 
racing away to avoid police capture, vagrants who might settle into homelessness 
in nearby shopping centers and parking lots. It will attract burglars and robbers to 
our quiet neighborhood. Running out of cash, they would say, “Aha! I didn’t 
realize there were so many apartments and homes I could break into here so 
easily!” A pot lounge will become become a fatally “attractive nuisance” to a 



community whose peace and quiet I have come to love for the 20 years we have 
lived here.  
 
I am a pastor, an Episcopal priest who serves at The Church of the Incarnation on 
Mendocino Avenue. I know our city’s people and places. As a pastor and priest, I 
know what is in the common good and what is not. Pot may be legal, but there are 
places where pot dispensaries and “lounges” should go, and the corner of 
Bethards and Yulupa is not one of them. These establishments belong in 
commercial areas, not residential ones. There is absolutely no moral reason why 
our community should tolerate a pot dispensary, even worse, a pot lounge (that 
Marin County bans) there. Not one! There are many ethical reasons why there 
should be no permit for this facility. Dispensaries can be outright dangerous and 
harmful (witness robberies at other pot dispensaries), and they have the potential 
to cause harm not only to the community as I’ve described above, but also to the 
user, for whom pot may be a gateway drug.  
 
I implore you to listen to your consciences and constituencies who live near 
Bethards and Yulupa and do the right thing. Find another place for these 
establishments! 
 
Sincerely, 
 
The Rev. Gail Cafferata 
 



From: Anne Seeley
To: Janus; Nancy-Brantly Richardson; Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Marijuana Dispensary in Bennett Valley
Date: Saturday, April 4, 2020 4:11:27 PM

Dear Susie:

   I live in Bennett Valley not far from the 2300 Bethards Avenue site for a proposed
dispensary.
  I am really surprised that consumption will be allowed on-site, as is suggested by listing it as
a ‘lounge’.  I thought that on-site consumption was not allowed in Santa Rosa’s policy on
Cannabis Growing and Dispensaries.
  Please explain to me how this proposal is an exception, or put me right about what our policy
says.
Thank you!
Anne E. Seeley
-- 
Anne Seeley
Please note my new email address: aseeleysr@gmail.com
Tel: (707) 526-3925
Mobile (707) 484-8722



From: Geodeb
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Oppose marijuana dispensary and consumption lounge near Annadel and Safeway shopping centers
Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 11:39:42 AM

Dear Santa Rosa City Council and all involved with this proposal:

We are extremely opposed to the proposed marijuana retail dispensary facility that includes a consumption lounge at
2330 Bethards Dr.SR, across the street from Annadel and Safeway shopping centers. Very few areas of Santa Rosa
are relative safe when walking, and this area is relatively so, and we would like to keep it that way by avoiding the
robberies and threats that have plagued other pot-related facilities and homes. A dispensary-only would be much
safer than a consumption lounge, which is an anomaly not permitted in many of our neighboring areas.

As well, we wonder at the record of this owner/manager, because of complaints about product purity. We should
only support dispensaries with high standards with appropriate verification and licensing.

Thank you

George and Debra Schneider

707-538-4160

geodeb@sonic net



From: Amy Bolten
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Oppose vaping lounge and cannabis store at 2300 Bethards!
Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 5:17:00 PM

I cannot express enough how much I oppose this plan. It is inconceivable that the city would allow
this in family-friendly residential neighborhood. I am happy to lend my name to any opposition
effort.
 
Best, Amy Bolten
 
Amy Christopherson Bolten
Broker
Christopherson Properties

707-843-0503
amy@christophersonproperties.net
 



From: Diane Cummings
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Opposed to dispensary in Bennett Valley
Date: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 4:32:42 PM

Dear Ms. Murray,

I have lived in Bennett Valley for 30+ years and am definitely in opposition to a
dispensary/pot lounge bar in the neighborhood nearby the Annadel shopping center.
(Bethards/Yulupa)  I have heard the lounge bar has been tabled for now but I am still in
opposition of the dispensary.  We are promised all sorts of things from the city--security, no
reduction in our home values, no odors or smells, no individuals loitering about--it all sounds
wonderful doesn't it???  I don't think the people in the eastern part of Santa Rosa are at a loss
for how or where to get cannibas if they need it.  We do not need to add another dispensary
unless you can find a more industrialized area where the above concerns are not impacted.  I'm
sure you could come up with a better plan that would service both groups--those who support
more cannibas dispensaries and young families and concerned citizens who do not want this in
our neighborhood.  Please consider other options and save our neighborhood.  

Thank-you, 

Diane Cummings



Kelly Kail 

 
Susie Murray, Senior Planner  
 
Dear Susie Murray, 
 
I am writing you this letter to strongly oppose the proposed marijuana consumption 
lounge and/or dispensary on the corner of Yulupa and Bethards near the Annadel 
shopping center.   
 
I grew up in Bennett Valley, and live in Bennett Valley not far from the proposed location 
and there has never been a more disgraceful addition to any shopping center than this 
one.  There are so many reason I oppose the location of this dispensary.  Please see 
the list of reasons below:    
 
First, we do not need another marijuana dispensary in Santa Rosa, especially in this 
proposed location.  There are over 10 locations in Santa Rosa where individuals can 
purchase marijuana, have it delivered, and tour marijuana facilities.  Santa Rosa is not 
that large of a city.  There is no need for an additional marijuana dispensary.  Also, 
Alternatives East already has a location out on Hampton Way, only five miles away from 
the proposed location.  There is no need for them to have a second location to work out 
of, especially this close and in the same city.  
 
More importantly, the location at hand is surrounded by elementary schools, daycare 
facilities, housing developments, and young families who are trying to raise their 
children in a safe environment away from any drugs, crime, and any amount or increase 
of individuals who are under the influence of drugs.  Legal or not, marijuana alters one’s 
mind state and is not a desirable addition to any neighborhood.  Bennett Valley has 
always been known as a local, family oriented, quaint sector of the greater Santa Rosa.  
The traffic is light, the people friendly, and the streets safe.  It has always been a 
wonderful place to live, and I would hate to see this change.  I grew up in Bennett Valley 
and my husband and I just recently purchased and moved into a home in Bennett 
Valley, not far from the planned location of this marijuana dispensary.  We are appalled 
at the thought of even possibly adding a marijuana dispensary in our community 
neighborhood. We are looking forward to starting and raising a family in Bennett Valley 
without any marijuana dispensaries in Bennett Valley, especially near neighborhoods 
where many young children frequent walks and bike rides down the streets, where we 
currently feel safe and away from harm, and we hope the city planning committee will 
listen to all of the opposition they are hearing.   
 
One of our neighbors wrote a letter to you and received a reply from Alternatives East.  
After reviewing the reply he shared with me, I have some notes to add which can be 
seen in the following paragraphs: 
 



Odor-One person cannot define the odor present from a dispensary, and one person 
cannot guarantee the odor will not be smelt by the surrounding neighbors or passers-by.  
In one’s opinion, maybe the odor is not as prevalent as some dispensaries or 
processing plants, but any type of odor coming from the proposed location should be 
unheard of.  Odor mitigation plans have proven to fail in the past.  An HVAC system is 
not the only way odors can be dispensed.  Opening and closing of windows and doors, 
which will happen often and every day, will release the odors present from the store.  It 
is bound to happen with such a potent item and there is no way to guarantee the public 
will be protected from that.    
 
Traffic-the roads surrounding this area get highly impacted during certain times of the 
day.  There are many people who live around these shopping centers and traffic is 
already heightened throughout the day.  There is no way to tell before opening up a 
marijuana dispensary the impact it would have on traffic patterns, therefore making it 
impossible to foresee traffic being unduly impacted or not.  Also, more importantly, there 
are so many people who frequent the roads of Yulupa and Bethards for exercise.  
Cyclists, walkers, joggers, runners, young kids walking to and from school, etc.  There is 
a great fear of this proposed facility increasing the danger already present with 
distracted driving.  Allowing the sampling of tinctures and edibles and then allowing 
these consumers to get into their cars and drive should be unlawful.  It is outrageous to 
think this would be allowed, especially in a family oriented neighborhood.  Bennett 
Valley Road is already dangerous enough with reckless, distracted, speeding drivers.  
We do not need to add marijuana to the mix.    
 
Security-State of the art security systems have not stopped people in the past from 
causing crimes, and they are not going to stop people now.  Why bring another 
marijuana dispensary into our location to further raise crime that Santa Rosa and the 
greater surrounding area has experienced ever since marijuana has been legalized?  I 
can’t help but think of the many children that pass this location every day and the fear 
that they and their parents would have if this location is turned into a marijuana 
dispensary, not knowing what kind of individuals are visiting this location to consume 
their edibles and tinctures, and then leaving, having no authoritative presence protecting 
the public from the behavior that results when under the influence of marijuana.  People 
who know they are under surveillance are also smart enough to devise ways to protect 
themselves, their identity, and mess with monitoring systems so they can commit their 
crimes unseen.  Alternatives East, or any marijuana dispensary, would not be an asset 
to our community.  It is known that Alternatives East’s other location has been known to 
have armed robberies.  There was a delivery person carrying 200 joints to be delivered 
who was robbed at gunpoint.  Why on earth would anyone see this as okay and want to 
bring this into our neighborhood?  There are many other avenues we can take to protect 
our neighborhood.   
 
As for the service Alternatives East feels it provides to the community, it can continue 
serving the community from its already current location on Hampton Way.  It does not 
need a second location, and in the same city, in order to do so.   
 



Property values-they have ebbed and flowed in Santa Rosa throughout decades.  There 
is no solid evidence that the addition of a marijuana dispensary alone can cause an 
increase in property values.  We have seen the impact first hand in many aspects of 
property values increasing and decreasing; fires, community populations changing, 
demand of new homes, the economy, new builds, and more.  There is no concrete 
eveidence that a marijuana dispensary is the one factor that could increase property 
values.  I am very certain there would be a huge decline in property values in the homes 
in Bennett Valley if this is passed and goes through.     
 
Thank you for reading my letter of great opposition against the proposed location of a 
marijuana dispensary and/or consumption lounge on the corner of Bethards and 
Yulupa.  I would be greatly discouraged and lacking hope in the city planning committee 
and our county at large if the decision is made to move forward with this proposed plan.  
Think of our children.  Thing of our young families.  Think of our community.  All of my 
neighbors are appalled at this proposal.  99% of the attendees at the meeting on 
January 22 raised their hands in opposition.  Listen to the people.  Please make a wise 
decision and do not allow this proposal to go through.   
 
Thank you kindly, 
 
Kelly Kail  
 
 
 
 
 
 



From: Kelly Cummings
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] OPPOSED: Marijuana Dispensary, Bethards and Yulupa Avenue
Date: Friday, January 31, 2020 9:50:17 AM
Attachments: Strongly Opposed.pdf

Dear Susie Murray,

Please see the attached letter in strong opposition, or read the copy and pasted letter below.  

I hope to receive a response from you personally, if you have the time.  I write this letter with
great hope. 

Thank you kindly,

Kelly 

Kelly Kail

 
Susie Murray, Senior Planner
 
Dear Susie Murray,
 
I am writing you this letter to strongly oppose the proposed marijuana consumption
lounge and/or dispensary on the corner of Yulupa and Bethards near the Annadel
shopping center. 
 
I grew up in Bennett Valley, and live in Bennett Valley not far from the proposed
location and there has never been a more disgraceful addition to any shopping center
than this one.  There are so many reason I oppose the location of this dispensary. 
Please see the list of reasons below:   
 
First, we do not need another marijuana dispensary in Santa Rosa, especially in this
proposed location.  There are over 10 locations in Santa Rosa where individuals can
purchase marijuana, have it delivered, and tour marijuana facilities.  Santa Rosa is
not that large of a city.  There is no need for an additional marijuana dispensary. 
Also, Alternatives East already has a location out on Hampton Way, only five miles
away from the proposed location.  There is no need for them to have a second
location to work out of, especially this close and in the same city.
 
More importantly, the location at hand is surrounded by elementary schools, daycare
facilities, housing developments, and young families who are trying to raise their
children in a safe environment away from any drugs, crime, and any amount or
increase of individuals who are under the influence of drugs.  Legal or not, marijuana
alters one’s mind state and is not a desirable addition to any neighborhood.  Bennett
Valley has always been known as a local, family oriented, quaint sector of the greater
Santa Rosa.  The traffic is light, the people friendly, and the streets safe.  It has



always been a wonderful place to live, and I would hate to see this change.  I grew up
in Bennett Valley and my husband and I just recently purchased and moved into a
home in Bennett Valley, not far from the planned location of this marijuana
dispensary.  We are appalled at the thought of even possibly adding a marijuana
dispensary in our community neighborhood. We are looking forward to starting and
raising a family in Bennett Valley without any marijuana dispensaries in Bennett
Valley, especially near neighborhoods where many young children frequent walks
and bike rides down the streets, where we currently feel safe and away from harm,
and we hope the city planning committee will listen to all of the opposition they are
hearing. 
 
One of our neighbors wrote a letter to you and received a reply from Alternatives
East.  After reviewing the reply he shared with me, I have some notes to add which
can be seen in the following paragraphs:
 
Odor-One person cannot define the odor present from a dispensary, and one person
cannot guarantee the odor will not be smelt by the surrounding neighbors or passers-
by.  In one’s opinion, maybe the odor is not as prevalent as some dispensaries or
processing plants, but any type of odor coming from the proposed location should be
unheard of.  Odor mitigation plans have proven to fail in the past.  An HVAC system is
not the only way odors can be dispensed.  Opening and closing of windows and
doors, which will happen often and every day, will release the odors present from the
store.  It is bound to happen with such a potent item and there is no way to guarantee
the public will be protected from that.   
 
Traffic-the roads surrounding this area get highly impacted during certain times of the
day.  There are many people who live around these shopping centers and traffic is
already heightened throughout the day.  There is no way to tell before opening up a
marijuana dispensary the impact it would have on traffic patterns, therefore making it
impossible to foresee traffic being unduly impacted or not.  Also, more importantly,
there are so many people who frequent the roads of Yulupa and Bethards for
exercise.  Cyclists, walkers, joggers, runners, young kids walking to and from school,
etc.  There is a great fear of this proposed facility increasing the danger already
present with distracted driving.  Allowing the sampling of tinctures and edibles and
then allowing these consumers to get into their cars and drive should be unlawful.  It
is outrageous to think this would be allowed, especially in a family oriented
neighborhood.  Bennett Valley Road is already dangerous enough with reckless,
distracted, speeding drivers.  We do not need to add marijuana to the mix.   
 
Security-State of the art security systems have not stopped people in the past from
causing crimes, and they are not going to stop people now.  Why bring another
marijuana dispensary into our location to further raise crime that Santa Rosa and the
greater surrounding area has experienced ever since marijuana has been legalized? 
I can’t help but think of the many children that pass this location every day and the
fear that they and their parents would have if this location is turned into a marijuana
dispensary, not knowing what kind of individuals are visiting this location to consume
their edibles and tinctures, and then leaving, having no authoritative presence



protecting the public from the behavior that results when under the influence of
marijuana.  People who know they are under surveillance are also smart enough to
devise ways to protect themselves, their identity, and mess with monitoring systems
so they can commit their crimes unseen.  Alternatives East, or any marijuana
dispensary, would not be an asset to our community.  It is known that Alternatives
East’s other location has been known to have armed robberies.  There was a delivery
person carrying 200 joints to be delivered who was robbed at gunpoint.  Why on earth
would anyone see this as okay and want to bring this into our neighborhood?  There
are many other avenues we can take to protect our neighborhood. 
 
As for the service Alternatives East feels it provides to the community, it can continue
serving the community from its already current location on Hampton Way.  It does not
need a second location, and in the same city, in order to do so. 
 
Property values-they have ebbed and flowed in Santa Rosa throughout decades. 
There is no solid evidence that the addition of a marijuana dispensary alone can
cause an increase in property values.  We have seen the impact first hand in many
aspects of property values increasing and decreasing; fires, community populations
changing, demand of new homes, the economy, new builds, and more.  There is no
concrete eveidence that a marijuana dispensary is the one factor that could increase
property values.  I am very certain there would be a huge decline in property values in
the homes in Bennett Valley if this is passed and goes through.    
 
Thank you for reading my letter of great opposition against the proposed location of a
marijuana dispensary and/or consumption lounge on the corner of Bethards and
Yulupa.  I would be greatly discouraged and lacking hope in the city planning
committee and our county at large if the decision is made to move forward with this
proposed plan.  Think of our children.  Thing of our young families.  Think of our
community.  All of my neighbors are appalled at this proposal.  99% of the attendees
at the meeting on January 22 raised their hands in opposition.  Listen to the people. 
Please make a wise decision and do not allow this proposal to go through. 
 
Thank you kindly,
 
Kelly Kail
 
 
 
 
 
 



From: Lisa Stahr
To: Murray, Susie; Sawyer, John
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Permit Application for 2300 Bethards Drive Project File No. PRJ19-047
Date: Thursday, April 9, 2020 9:10:40 AM

I'm writing to voice my strong opposition to the approval of a permit for a cannabis dispensary
and consumption lounge at 2300 Bethards Drive.  The increased traffic from people outside
this quiet neighborhood, as well as the potential for consumers driving under the influence,
are two serious risks not worth taking in our community.  The site in question is near many
apartments and homes, and the area sees considerable foot traffic, particularly people
walking dogs, the elderly, and adults with small children.  And because it would be a
"destination" dispensary, it will increase traffic on the sections of Bennett Valley Road that link
Rohnert Park (through Grange) and Glen Ellen.  For those of us who live off Bennett Valley
Road in rural Bennett Valley, this road is already a nightmare to drive with its steady stream of
accidents, near-accidents, and reckless drivers.  The road was never designed to handle the
amount of traffic it currently gets; adding more drivers to it is just irresponsible.    

Please, for our safety, do not grant this permit for a dispensary in Bennett Valley.  

Lisa Stahr



From: Tamara Blass
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Petition for Bethards Dispensary
Date: Sunday, January 26, 2020 9:10:48 PM

Dear Ms. Murray,

I attended the neighborhood meeting for the proposed
cannabis dispensary at 2300 Bethards Drive and wanted
to cast my vote in favor of the application for the
following reasons:

I have been a resident and real estate professional in
Sonoma County for over 20 years and care deeply about
our neighborhoods and community. I genuinely feel that
having a well-run business could be good for the area in
general.
I believe Dispensary applications should be considered
on a neighborhood by neighborhood basis but also seen
from the macroeconomic viewpoint as businesses that
contribute financially help to improve our communities.
Hopefully, this dispensary would contribute financially
to our community by hiring locally and contributing
increased taxes assessed to dispensaries and be seen as
an asset.

I have reviewed this application for “fit” and feel it is
compatible with our Bennett Valley neighborhood. First,
the area already supports high traffic with wide avenues
and adequate access for both residents and neighboring
large businesses such as Safeway, the 76 Gas Station,
and many contiguous professional office buildings. From
what I heard the applicant is not asking for a variance
from city signage regulations and that no signs would
display that cannabis was sold in the building and that
they carefully screen who can enter, only allowing adults
and medical patients with valid medical cards. Those
protections seem to me to be sufficient as I do not feel it
would be in the communities best interest to have bold
and out of place signage advertising this kind of
business. My hope is that this will be a welcoming
Dispensary that will fill a special need in our community,
serving our local neighborhood, improving the current
establishment and of course, contributing to Santa Rosa's
economic needs as well, thru the taxes generated if the
business is successful.



My biggest reservation is the petition for a smoking
lounge, as I do not feel that having a place where people
can aggregate to imbibe is really acceptable for this kind
of a neighborhood location. I would like to hear more
about how this kind of addition would benefit anyone but
overall I am not in favor of what in my mind would be
akin to a "bar" and am concerned about drawing people
to smoke or vape on-premises in what is mostly a
residential neighborhood.is a great idea.

Other than that, I am generally in favor of the applicant's
petition for a Dispensary. My hope is that it will be a
well-run establishment that will blend in with the
community. I do not feel that concerns that it will draw
crime are warranted because businesses like this seem to
go out of their way to ensure their own and the public's
safety in general.

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to
contact me. Tamara Blass. 707-701-7734

Thank you for your time.

Kind Regards,

Tamara Blass

-- 
                              
                              
                             707-703-7734
                             DRE Lic# 01867908
 



From: Susan Chamberlain
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot lounge and retail store, in Bennett Valley!
Date: Sunday, January 26, 2020 2:50:45 PM

Please know that I do not support  the  proposed, Retail store and especially the lounge , in Bennett 
Valley! In fact, I and totally, against any such establishment, in family friendly Bennet Valley! Susan
Chamberlain, over 40 Year resident in Bennett Valley 



From: philbarb611@comcast.net
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot Bar
Date: Sunday, January 26, 2020 5:29:35 PM

My husband, Phil, and I are 32 year residents of Bennett Valley. We have watched our family-friendly area become
more dangerous, with car break-ins, robberies, and gang/drug activity.
Now a Pot Bar where people will come to smoke pot, vape, etc. is being planned. We are strongly opposed to this
idea, and hope we will be heard. We worry about increases in crime, speeding and DUI issues, and the safety of our
children, especially teens.
Please do not ruin the family atmosphere of our area!
Barbara McRae

Sent from my iPhone



From: Tom & Jeanne
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot dispensary
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 8:49:48 PM

Excuse me, but this neighborhood is NOT an appropriate location for what amounts to a pot shop and lounge in
which to get high.  The corner you’re proposing this for is loaded with children going to and from school in the
mornings and afternoons.  This bar/lounge should be in downtown Santa Rosa NOT a family centered community in
the Bethards/Yulupa neighborhood.  We strongly protest these plans. There has not been enough information
distributed to the community.  Please reconsider giving a permit to these people.  Now is the time to stop this before
it’s too late.  It’s a lot easier to say no to this now then to try and shut it down at a later date.  Please think and be
reasonable!

Sincerely,  Tom and Jeanne Nelson



From: Deanne Wilburn
To: Murray, Susie; Sawyer, John
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot dispensary and Lounge
Date: Thursday, February 20, 2020 3:55:53 PM

I am very concerned about a pot dispensary and lounge being put at the corner of Yulupa and
Bethards.  This area is a family area and not conducive to this type of business.  Besides our own
distaste for this business and what it will take away from our neighborhood..we have 4 schools
that are located  within  a short distance to this possible business.  Children regularly walk by this
intersection  throughout the day. They do not need to pass by someone or a group of people that
might be high, planning to get high or at best unpredictable and feel unsafe on their way to school
or going home. In addition, a short distance away is the SAY center.  I think we can all agree that 
vulnerable teens don't need to have this element  so close to their safe haven and will only serve a 
negative impact on their well being.  Finally there are several half way houses within walking
distance of this building with individuals that are trying to rehabilitate from either drug and/or
alcoholism, sanctioned or sentenced to be in a safe environment and who are very vulnerable to
this type of business and falling away from their treatment centers. With this, I hope you will
agree as our Santa Rosa representative, that it is time  say to "No"

If there are any further meetings regarding this business and its possible approval by the City, I
would like to be notified of the date and time.  I think you will find that this is not a decision that
will be accepted by the Bennett Valley Community.

Thank you for your time.

Deanne Wilburn



From: barbara thomas
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot Dispensary in Bennett Valley
Date: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 3:29:20 PM

I was just made aware of having a dispensary on Bethards and Yulupa and would like to let
you know I am in favor of it. I am not sure about the vaping lounge because I do not think a
lot of people would use it.
Thank you,
Barbara Thomas Bennett Valley resident



From: Bridget
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot lounge
Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 1:33:58 PM

The pot lounge is a terrible idea that will only bring crime to the small corner of Bennet Valley.  Pot retail and pot
lounges are forbidden in Marin County which means other counties will be coming to our section of Santa Rosa. 
Multiple stores in this area I’ve already been robbed and now this lounge is encouraging people to smoke pot and
rob people when they leave the store.   When the users leave they will deserve a DUI and there are multiple schools
that children walk from around this location!  It sounds like the owner of the Pot lounge has been robbed at the other
pot retail location that doesn’t even allow smoking it’s only retail.  The whole reason this is getting past is for the
tax money.   Once the city gets the tax money they will spend it in irresponsible ways.  This includes a terrible
attempt to help the homeless without addressing mental health, drug addiction, or needle exchange.  Children won’t
be safe walking home from a school outside a drug lounge.   Californian’s will flee this high tax dollar state that
seems to be promoting crime and not enforcing punishment.

Bridget



From: con con
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot Lounge and establishment on Bethards and Yulupa
Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 11:09:25 AM

Dear Planner Murray,

Please understand that we property owners in the neighborhood you propose to allow a Pot
Lounge and Establishment permit/license to, are very much aware of the R.I.C.O. law.  This of
course means we understand  our protections against such an unhealthy and property value
depreciating consideration! 

I will not hesitate to be a part of a lawsuit motion to stop this 'proposal', should this proceed. 
Know now that you have received this written demand to stop your proposed placement, well
in advance  of a marijuana establishment in our neighborhood. Surely you can find a safer,
more distant and industrial location where the health and wellbeing of neighbors and
property values- close by- will not be deminished. 

Constance van Groos
conconvg@hotmail.com
zip code; 95405



From: George Traverso
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot Lounge BV
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 2:39:57 PM

Dear MsMurray,
As long time residents of Bennett Valley and neighbors of this proposed “ pot lounge”location, we oppose this plan.
The city of Santa Rosa is fortunate to have created such an outstanding example of a wonderful place to live! Let’s
not ruin it!!!!
This is a family oriented neighborhood around this pot location proposal. There are many elementary schools within
walking distance to this area. As teachers we feel these children should not be exposed on their way home from
school to the many dangers that this dispensary would present. Let us look at the safety and well being of our
children and families rather than putting money and profits first.
Thank you for your attention and acknowledging our concerns.
George and Sandra Traverso
Sent from my iPhone



From: Marlene Collins
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot Lounge on Bethards Drive,
Date: Friday, January 31, 2020 12:18:34 PM

I live here in BV, only couple blocks from Bethards Drive.  Strawberry
School is nearby, I want to lend my voice to a definite
NO VOTE to have a pot lounge in our neighborhood.  It has no place here.
There is a rather large vacant former furniture store on Cleveland Ave.,
same property were K-Mart used to be, why not move there?
Absolutely not in a neighborhood with young families, seniors, school. 
What is this town coming to??? Homelessness, Pot lounges, that is
ridiculous.  
Not in my quiet neighborhood.
Marlene M. Collins
Marin Drive,
Bennett Valley
Santa Rosa, CA



From: Grant Glenn
To: CityCouncilListPublic; Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot lounge proposal
Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 5:23:41 PM

City council,
Looks city council wants to ruin Bennett Valley with pot stores and pot lounges for more revenue .Since pot lounges
and pot retail are forbidden in Marin county,  the small corner of Bennett Valley will no doubt attract multiple
counties worth of idiots and increase crime.  What’s next? Fentanyl sales?  I live blocks away from where this
project is being proposed and I want to see my neighborhood safe for children.  The jewelry store has been robbed,
Chase and Exchange bank have been robbed multiple times and my work truck has been broken into twice and my
company has had two trucks stolen from this neighborhood stripped and dumped in Vallejo. These are facts, not
opinions!
Criminals will no doubt be back to rob this store. Who will be collateral damage?

Grant



From: Denise Brandon
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot Lounge
Date: Thursday, February 6, 2020 12:38:26 AM

Susie Murray, Senior Planner;

I am writing to protest the opening of a pot lounge (if that is what you call it) in Bennett Valley.  Santa Rosa has
already ruined a large part city with with these disgusting smelly places and allowing this stupid Emerald Cup to
come into our once nice county.
Bennett Valley is a hub to multiple families and schools. There are around 8 to 10 schools in just this area alone and
most families have 2 to 3 children.  This is an area with many children in it and the pot heads have no right to invade
our family orientated neighborhood.  With the fires, and these”lounges” we no longer live in a bedroom
community.  Please don’t let our kids down.
A concerned citizen
This is a confidential email

Sent from my iPhone



From: Sue Albon
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot shop plus pot lounge
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 3:56:36 PM

Dear Susie,

I live on Old Ranch Drive and walk daily, with my husband who has
Alzheimers, past the proposed site for the  pot/bar lounge

at Yulupa and Bethards, on our to have coffee at Starbucks. It is one of
the few ways I can entertain him.  I do not support the project

which does not fit into our neighborhood.

In addition, I should like to point out that we have a sober home, with
15 occupants ,next door to our house on Old Ranch Drive.

They are located there because we are considered to be a drug free
neighborhood. The two facilities do not seem to be compatible.

I urge you to act against this decision by our City Council.

Sincerely,

Sue Albon



From: Christine Cucina
To: Murray, Susie
Cc: Susan.Gorin@sonoma-county.org
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Proposed Bennett Valley Dispensery
Date: Thursday, January 30, 2020 8:51:48 PM
Attachments: Alternatives Letter.pdf

Ms. Murray,

We are writing to voice our objection to the application from Karen Kissler of
Alternatives cannabis dispensery to open a dispensery and "consumption lounge" at
the location of 2300 Bethards Drive in Bennett Valley.

A dispensary and lounge are incongruous with this family-oriented neighborhood.
We are particularly concerned with the safety of allowing the consumption lounge
to be installed in this location, with access to and from via rural Bennett Valley
Drive. I think Ms. Kessler said it best herself in this April, 2018 article in the Press
Democrat: “It is so much safer for our clients to get their items delivered,” she
added. “No one needs to drive."

In addition, we find Ms. Kissler's letter to neighbors near the location (copy
attached) to be presumptious and disingenous. Presumptious, given the
letterhead name and address of her as-of-yet-unapproved business
location. Disingenous in that there is no mention of her plans for a
consumption lounge, nor does she see fit to sign her letter in full. It would
seem that she anticipated her business would be unappreciated by those to
whom she is addressing the letter. We find the assurances she has made in
the letter with regards to traffic, odor and security unconvincing.

We trust that you will take the concerns of the neighbors and businesses in
the area into consideration when determining whether to approve a permit
for Ms. Kissler's business to move into this location.

Kind regards,

Christine and Victor Cucina

cc: Supervisor Susan Gorin, Dictrict 1







From: Wayne Seden
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Proposed Marijuana Dispensary
Date: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 3:32:46 PM

We are concerned about the proposed marijuana dispensary and lounge on the corner of Yulupa and Bethards. We
would like to know where this business operation resides within the review and approval process. Can you get back
to us with this information.
Thank you.
Wayne and Miriam Seden

Sent from my iPad



From: Marilee Jensen
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] PROPOSED MARIJUANA DISPENSARY AND CONSUMPTON LOUNGE NEAR BENNETT VALLEY

SHOPPPING CENTER
Date: Wednesday, April 8, 2020 5:33:03 PM

Susie, I'm objecting to the approval of a permit for a marijuana dispensary, delivery service
and consumption lounge at 2300 Bethards Drive, at Yulupa Ave., adjacent to the Bennett
Valley Shopping Center. This is a family area for  families in Bennett Valley and that area of
Santa Rosa. It is very close to family homes with children, schools, and day care centers. I
frequently see children in that immediate area. From my perspective, this type of business
would degrade the character of the area and hurt other businesses. Please do not approve this
request for a marijuana dispensary, delivery service and Consumption Lounge near the
Bennett Valley Shopping Center. There are other places in the Santa Rosa area which would
be much more appropriate.. Thank-you. Marilee Jensen



From: Bridget
To: KAREN KISSLER; Santa Rosa Govdelivery; Murray, Susie
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: About the Dispensary Application at 2300 Bethards...
Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 7:11:49 PM

How come a city official isn’t emailing me? This sounds like the owner of the
dispensary.  How come city officials are giving out my email to the owner of the
dispensary? 

“The extra-wide avenues surrounding Bethards and Yulupa are more than
sufficient to handle auto traffic.”

That is tragic if you think that.  It is so hard to turn left or right out of CVS parking lot onto
Bethards because people are parked on the street and it is hard to see traffic coming. This will
also negatively effect cyclist who need to use the bike lanes and having the doors open and
close constantly in the bike lane since there is no way your parking lot will be efficient, this
was practically admitted by claiming to take the road parking. 

No smoking but still consuming? Don’t call it a lounge.  Its not about the Odor it’s about the
drug. 

My city shouldn’t give out my email to the group/faculty I am opposing. 

Bridget 

On Jan 28, 2020, at 18:50, KAREN KISSLER <mskslr@comcast.net> wrote:

Alternatives East

2300 Bethards Dr.

Santa Rosa CA 95405

Karen Kissler: (415) 250-8888

January 28, 2020

Dear Neighbors,

On behalf of Alternatives East, the proposed dispensary at 2300 Bethards



Dr., I would like to thank you for reaching out to find out more about the
application. Many of the responses have been supportive, some have
been opposed. Overall, many have been opposed to the proposed
smoking or vaporizing lounge, connected to the dispensary. Because we
are responsive to our neighbors and the community, Alternatives
East has withdrawn its request for a vaporizing lounge at the
location. Hence, it will be unlawful for anyone to vape or smoke anywhere
on the property, in accordance with Santa Rosa regulations. Like many
stores, though, we would like to be allowed to dispense edibles and
tinctures. As our planner, Susie Murray stated at our meeting, the City has
granted this type of consumption to other dispensaries and allows
customers to sample various food products permitted by the state.

Some concerns raised at our meeting were:

Odor:

Attached please find the revised report of Yorke Engineers confirming that
we will not be packaging, processing, trimming, or drying cannabis at the
store as it will come to us pre-packaged.

The report states 1 :

“We understand that Alternatives East Unit A will be a cannabis
dispensary facility in which no packaging, processing, trimming, or drying
of cannabis will be conducted. All cannabis will be pre-packaged and
purchased from state licensed cultivators and manufacturers through state
licensed distribution facilities. Retail of properly pre-packaged products will
have significantly reduced odors compared to cannabis production
facilities or loose product facilities.

We also understand that Unit B will be a consumption lounge and will
allow certain specified consumption modes such as tinctures and edibles.
No vaporizing or smoking will be permitted.

It is our opinion that an odor mitigation plan can be developed and
implemented that will result in no substantial odors outside the proposed
facilities. Alternatives East has proposed, and Yorke recommends, that
the odor mitigation plan and associated ventilation system be designed
and certified by an appropriate professional and maintained properly.
(Emph. Added.)

Because the store will have its own HVAC system, none of the other
tenants in the building would detect odors that might come from the store
(if any did escape.)



Traffic:

We will conduct a survey which will satisfy the City’s requirements that
traffic will not be unduly impacted because of the new store. The extra-
wide avenues surrounding Bethards and Yulupa are more than sufficient
to handle auto traffic.

Security:

Sean Cooke manager of All Guard Security attended the neighborhood
meeting and was able to assure attendees (before and after the meeting)
that modern, state of the art security will be utilized. Our high-tech security
will be discreet, nearly invisible, and thorough.  

Many studies have shown that increased security in neighborhoods
prevents crime because it provides “eyes on the street.” People who know
they are under surveillance behave differently because they feel their
actions are under scrutiny and being recorded.

Many times, when trouble or traffic accidents occur, the police turn to local
businesses for security footage to determine what happened. In this way,
Alternatives East will be an asset to our community.

But a  study from 2017 2  found that cannabis dispensaries had a positive
effect on crime in the neighborhoods in which they are located, and have
lowered crime, for the same reason that restaurants reduce crime in the
neighborhoods in which they are located.

Researchers from the study reported, "Our results demonstrate that the
dispensaries were not the crime magnets that they were often described
as, but instead reduced crime in their immediate vicinity." Some other
ways dispensaries reduce crime are by maintaining well lit areas, keeping
surrounding vegetation trimmed and attractive, and dispensary staff are
trained to report suspicious activity.

Community Participation:

For the past 10 years, Alternatives has operated a successful dispensary
on Hampton Way, near Stony Point and Sebastopol Rd. First serving
medicinal, and then recreational cannabis since 2018, Alternatives has
been a model participant in our community. Alternatives’ annual Warm
Sock drive for the homeless and Christmas Toy Drives have brought
smiles to many. We have helped transform our neighborhood. When the
home next door went into foreclosure, we received permission to paint it
and haul away all the garbage on the property. We striped the street,
landscaped, paved, and converted an old smog shop that was violating
building codes in to a warm, welcoming, safe place. Medically, we have



contributed to studies on the effect of cannabis on Alzheimer patients,
cancer patients, and, notably, we brought the brain tumor experts at UCSF
and California Pacific Medical Center to study cannabis’ effect on brain
gliomas. We have sponsored patients in need, give discounts to seniors,
veterans, students, and teachers and run educational programs on diverse
topics including safe growing techniques and safe use of cannabis. We
treat every interaction as an opportunity to listen to individual needs and
respond.

Property Values:

While the new store will occupy only about 2500SF of the 17,000SF
building, the store will have a positive economic impact on our
neighborhood. Per a recent  study 3  that looked at dispensaries (referred
to as retail conversions in the study) and housing, "single family
residences close to a retail conversion (within 0.1 miles) increased in
value by approximately 8.4% relative to houses that are located slightly
farther from a conversion..." A rise of 8.4% in the value of a home is
significant for nearby homeowners.

Dispensaries increase property values in the surrounding area by:

Renovating commercial properties (maintenance on 2300 Bethards
has been neglected for many years)
Encouraging other types of businesses to relocate near the
dispensary
Dispensary staff often volunteer in the local community to clean up
the neighborhood
Reducing crime in the neighborhood in which they are located

Staying Local is Important

Alternatives hires locally, helping people afford to live in our community
(we also offer health and dental insurance, pay well above minimum
wage, and hire a diverse staff.) Local businesses all benefit from
increased use of restaurants, banks, stores, service industries, and more.

Moreover, big canna-business has arrived in town. Most new dispensaries
opening are funded by multi-million dollar investors who have been
promised huge returns and glitzy stores that will sell national brands with
the best advertising. While it may be lucrative, this business model draws
money away from local, small farmers and chef-manufacturers who just
can’t compete.

Alternatives is the exact opposite. It has been 100% woman owned



without any outside investors. We give preference to local small, family
farmers and manufacturers. We train farmers in complex state and local
compliance to support their hard work and reach out to even more farmers
to come in from the gray markets and into the light of lab testing and tax
contribution.

Bennett Valley has always supported productive citizens who treasure our
natural environment, respect others’ differences, and appreciate privacy. It
also encourages light-heartedness, the arts and music, and spiritual
growth. Alternatives East fits Bennett Valley perfectly with its respect and
love for nature, discrete and understated presence, and quiet support for
all our neighbors and community.

Alternatives hopes you will write a letter supporting our branch,
Alternatives East, to that we may continue to provide the finest service to
our community possible!

Thank you and Be Well,

Karen Kissler for Alternatives East

PS. If, as a result of this information, you are inclined to withdraw your
opposition, we would be very grateful. Susie Murray's email is
smurray@srcity.org. Thank you. 

1 Pg.1, Para. 3

2 Univ. of Calif. Irvine study, Journal of Urban Economics/Marshall School
of Business,” "Our results demonstrate that the dispensaries were not the
crime magnets that they were often described as, but instead reduced
crime in their immediate vicinity," said Jacobson…Jacobson added, "We
can conclude from our research that retail businesses are effective in
lowering crime, even when the retail business is a medical marijuana
dispensary."

  https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/07/170711125704.htm

3 “Contact High: The External Effects of Retail Marijuana Establishments
on House Prices James Conklin, University of Georgia* Moussa Diop,
University of Wisconsin-Madison † and Herman Li, California State
University, Sacramento ‡ August 30, 2017. “We find that single family
residences close to a retail conversion increased in value by



approximately 8% relative to houses that are located slightly farther away.”
https://wsbfiles.wsb.wisc.edu/digital/mdiop/intellcont_journal/contact_high_public-
1.pdf

<Odor Mitigation Study Final.pdf>



From: Mahre, Kali
To: Lienau, Serena
Cc: Guhin, David; Sawyer, John
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Fwd: 2300 BETHARDS DR, SANTA ROSA, CA 95405 (@YULUPA)
Date: Monday, February 10, 2020 1:42:41 PM
Attachments: Outlook-1487281959.png

image001.jpg

Good afternoon,
 
Council Member Sawyer asked me to share this email from a citizen. I have highlighted her
concern in yellow.
 
Could a response please be generated to the citizen email below within two weeks and cc me
for logging? If this should go to another department, please let me know. As always, thank you.
 
 
Kali Mahre I Senior Administrative Assistant
City Manager’s Office | 100 Santa Rosa Avenue, Room 10 | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-3011 | Fax (707) 540-3030 | kmahre@srcity.org
Please note, if you do not receive a reply on a Tuesday afternoon, I am assisting with the City Council meeting.
 
email signature cropped

 
The City Manager’s Office is closed every Friday.
 
From: Sawyer, John <jsawyer@srcity.org> 
Sent: Friday, February 7, 2020 11:56 AM
To: Mahre, Kali <KMahre@srcity.org>
Subject: Fw: [EXTERNAL] Fwd: 2300 BETHARDS DR, SANTA ROSA, CA 95405 (@YULUPA)
 
Good morning Kali,
 
Could you check out the second paragraph regarding Email addresses and get it to the right
department?  Not sure about this issue.  The Email addresses may become public once received
by the Planning Dept.?......
 
Thanks,
John
 
John J. Sawyer | City Councilman
100 Santa Rosa Ave, Room 10 | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-3010 - Fax (707) 543-3030
JSawyer@SRCity.org
 



 

From: Moira Jacobs <moiraajacobs@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, February 6, 2020 11:28 AM
To: Sawyer, John <jsawyer@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Fwd: 2300 BETHARDS DR, SANTA ROSA, CA 95405 (@YULUPA)
 
Dear Mr. Sawyer,
 
Please see below. I’d like to make sure you know many of us in Bennett Valley are opposed to this
project. We are organizing a petition drive against this “project.”
 
Also, can you please have the City staff stop providing private citizen emails to the operator of this
drug promotion operation?  I don’t think that operator should be harassing private citizens.
 
Apparently any citizen who sends an email complaint about this project has their email provided to
the drug operator applicant who is then contacting the citizens directly. That is a breach of privacy
and should not be allowed by the City.
 
Thank you,
Moira Jacobs
Bennett Valley

Begin forwarded message:

From: Moira Jacobs <moiraajacobs@comcast.net>
Date: February 6, 2020 at 11:22:22 AM PST
To: SMurray@srcity.org
Subject: Fwd: 2300 BETHARDS DR, SANTA ROSA, CA 95405 (@YULUPA)

Hello Susie,
 
Could you please confirm you have received this?
 
Thank you,
Moira

Begin forwarded message:

 

From: Moira Jacobs <moiraajacobs@comcast.net>



Date: January 30, 2020 at 11:36:04 AM PST
Subject: RE: 2300 BETHARDS DR, SANTA ROSA, CA 95405
(@YULUPA)

Hello Susie,

Regarding: PROJECT ADDRESS - 2300 BETHARDS DR, SANTA
ROSA, CA 95405 (@YULUPA) 

I’d like to communicate my family’s strong objection to this
proposed location for sale and delivery services of marijuana
and other THC related drugs and edible drugs. This is simply
NOT compatible in this Bennett Valley neighborhood. We are
a family friendly mostly residential area. This proposed
project provides real health and safety dangers to the
neighborhood. It is incompatible with this residential and
pedestrian traffic area. 

That particular corner location is a terrible and dangerous
location for the regular pedestrian traffic strolling across the
sidewalk there. The building abuts very closely to the
sidewalk, where children and elders regularly stroll, there’s
also a bicycle lane at the driveway.

My husband and I strongly oppose this site selling any drug,
any THC infused product, as well due to the negative health
consequences and the danger of this for all youth passing
that building.

Moreover, crime associated with recreational pot sales and
delivery services is a very real danger. This same owner had
armed robberies at her other locations. One of the armed
robberies was a gunman robbing 200 joints from her delivery
person in the PARKING LOT.  Siting this operation right in the
middle of a family friendly residential neighborhood is simply
WRONG.  

Finally, the net increase in traffic out of that one small
driveway, going across the heavily used pedestrian sidewalk
and bicycle lane is not a wise location for obvious reasons.
 This was a quiet professional building with architects, CPA’s,
etc, very little car traffic in or out.

Please answer these questions:



1) is this owner still trying to get a drug consumption
“lounge” approved as well as the proposed retail drug sales
and delivery service?  
2) what THC infused products (marijuana, joints of
marijuana, edible forms of THC infused products, dabs,
anything with THC - what are the exact products that could
be CONSUMED onsite?
3) Same above, what exact products could be purchased
onsite?
4) How many delivery drivers would be there on a daily basis
and for what hours?
5) How many cars are expected to drive in and out of the
single driveway? 
6) Does SRPD or Sonoma Sherriff have a current method to
test for THC in all potential DUIs? If they stop someone for a
driving violation or suspected DUI what is current method to
test for marijuana or THC levels?
7) What is the time frame for this process? Please explain
the permit approval process, and timing estimates. What
agencies of City of Santa Rosa are involved?
8) Please enter this AAA study into the record for this
application:
https://newsroom.aaa.com/2020/01/fatal-crashes-involving-
drivers-who-test-positive-for-marijuana-increase-after-state-
legalizes-drug/
9) Please enter this report and attach it to this application
review process and file:
https://ajph.aphapublications.org/doi/10.2105/AJPH.2017.303818
10) Please also enter this report into this public record
application process:
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/the-new-
brain/201603/marijuana-use-may-increase-violent-behavior

Thank you,
Moira Jacobs
Bennett Valley



From: Murray, Susie
To: Karen Massey
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Bethards cannibas
Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 2:52:00 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

 
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
 
still strong_sm

P Please consider the environment before printing.

 
 

From: bradford@sonic.net <bradford@sonic.net> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 7:07 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Bethards cannibas
 
Hi Susy – we live in Bennett Valley and we were not aware of the meeting on January 22 regarding
the cannabis application for 2300 Bethards. Can you please provide an update? It appears the
application is for retail and delivery? Is a “consumption lounge” also being considered? Sincerely,
Gary and Pam Bradford



From: Murray, Susie
To: KAREN KISSLER
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Bethards Dr
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 5:40:00 PM

FYI

Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org

Please consider the environment before printing.

-----Original Message-----
From: Denise Trione <dtrione@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 5:40 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Bethards Dr

Hello,
I am emailing to voice my opposition for the dispensary and cannabis lounge that is proposed for our Bennett Valley
neighborhood. We have children that frequently ride their bikes to Baskin Robbins and Molly’s bakery. It is very
concerning that we could have patrons of this lounge pulling in and out of driveways at the same intersection.
I cannot understand or support the location of a dispensary and lounge in this family neighborhood. Please consider
my strong opposition and desire to keep our neighborhood and children safe.

Thank you,
Denise Trione Hicks
707-529-3876

Sent from Denise Trione Hicks' iPhone



From: Murray, Susie
To: KAREN KISSLER
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Yulupa
Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 2:46:00 PM

Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org

Please consider the environment before printing.

-----Original Message-----
From: Judy Mahoney <jamahoney@me.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 2:45 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Yulupa

I feel this is a totally inappropriate place to open a pot lounge. This is a very family friendly area and a pot lounge
just does not fit. Please come up with a more appropriate location. The traffic on  Bennett Valley Rd does not need
the flow of traffic that this project will bring.

There are kids walking and bike riding daily on Bethards and Yulupa,  They. don’t  need to be around a bunch of
stoned people.

Judy Mahoney
Sent from my iPad



From: Murray, Susie
To: KAREN KISSLER
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Bethards consumption lounge
Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 2:53:00 PM

Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org

Please consider the environment before printing.

-----Original Message-----
From: Charis Fitchett <charisoct@icloud.com>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 7:12 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bethards consumption lounge

I live off of Summerfield road and am NOT in favor of the cannabis consumption lounge. Too close to
neighborhoods with children. Wrong location for this business.
Sent from my iPad



From: Murray, Susie
To: KAREN KISSLER
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Bennett Valley Cannabis
Date: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 1:22:00 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

 
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
 
still strong_sm

P Please consider the environment before printing.

 
 

From: LAURIE WONNENBERG <wonnenberg1@comcast.net> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 10:21 AM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Cc: Lori bremner <fairwayviewestates@yahoo.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bennett Valley Cannabis
 
Dear Susie:
 
My husband and I have lived in Bennett Valley in Fairway Estates above the golf
course for over 30 years. We have raised our kids here and thoroughly love this area.
Now our adult children all have homes here within a one mile radius and are raising
their young families. We are not unusual. We know of many families who have lived
here for 30+ years and whose adult children have all returned to raise their families
here as well. 
 
We beg you not to let this cannabis dispensary/lounge be allowed in our residential
neighborhood. I am not going debate the long list of reasons why this is such a bad
decision, but implore you to have the courage and wisdom to direct the owners to one
of the many many other suitable more commercial property choices available within
the city. 
 
Sincerely, 
Laurie & Gunther Wonneberg
 
cc: Fairway View Estates HOA
 



From: Murray, Susie
To: KAREN KISSLER
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Cannabis Consumption Lounge
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 5:25:00 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

FYI
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
 
still strong_sm
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From: Richard Wiseman <ra_wiseman@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 3:06 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Cannabis Consumption Lounge
 
Dear Ms. Murray, I am a home owner and business owner in Bennett Valley and I
strongly oppose the proposal to open a cannabis "consumption lounge" at 2300
Bethards Drive.
There is no amount of tax revenue that would justify all of the negatives associated
with having stoned outsiders clogging up our streets, and spewing toxic waste into
our environment and of course the associated crime that follows. I maintain that the
rights of the residents to have a safe and clean neighborhood outweigh any
entitlement that stoners feel they have. If you would like to check my references, I live
at 2348 Horseshoe Court, and am part owner of the professional office building at
2321 Bethards Drive. I would appreciate a personal reply.
 
Richard A. Wiseman DMD



From: Murray, Susie
To: KAREN KISSLER
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Cannabis Dispensary 2300 Bethards Santa Rosa
Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 2:54:00 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

 
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
 
still strong_sm
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From: Millie Sivage <vernonsivage@sbcglobal.net> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 8:08 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Cannabis Dispensary 2300 Bethards Santa Rosa
 
Dear Ms. Murray:
 
Having lived in the Bennett Valley neighborhoods for the past 45 years, I am quite familiar with the
location and surroundings of the proposed Dispensary/Lounge.  It is adjacent to shopping which
draws people of all ages, many of whom live in the apartments nearby and are elderly or families
with young children.  Many walk to their destinations in this area.
 
First, I cannot think of any location which would be a reasonable place for such a business and
certainly not at 2300 Bethards!  To include a “lounge” with the retail area could certainly bring about
many undeserved Injuries and/or deaths due to those who drive impaired after having spent some
time at the “LOUNGE”.  Bethards Drive and Bennett Valley Road are long straight streets which make
higher than speed limit speeds easy.  They are also quick access to Bennett Valley Road over to
Petaluma Hill Road as well as Crane Canyon Road….all of which are curvy and can be dangerous at
best.  The point is why increase the danger by adding this type of business? 
 
I recognize that the area is a mixed retail/residential use and that is what has kept it appealing to the
residents mentioned earlier. 
 

I am unequivocally opposed to this business application being approved.
 
Thank you!



 
Millie Sivage
 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 



From: Murray, Susie
To: KAREN KISSLER
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Cannabis Dispensary in Bennett Valley
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 3:36:00 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg
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Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
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From: Peter Caven <pbcaven@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 9:09 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Cannabis Dispensary in Bennett Valley
 
I am a resident of Bennett Valley for over 12 years (6578 Birch Dr, Santa Rosa, CA 95404). I feel that
the location of the Dispensary is inappropriate. I understand that there is a consumption lounge that
is proposed for this location. As a frequent driver on the "safety challenged" Bennett Valley Rd. I feel
the consumption lounge is a really bad idea. Please consider my citizen safety concerns when making
your decision. It is much better to error on the side of public safety which will cause no harm, than
to make a bad decision that may cause unnecessary fatalities. Regards, Peter Caven (545-2199).



From: Murray, Susie
To: KAREN KISSLER
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] cannabis lounge
Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 4:05:00 PM

Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org

Please consider the environment before printing.

-----Original Message-----
From: Ellen Woodward <elliecw@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 6:21 AM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] cannabis lounge

Dear Ms. Murray,
We are writing as concerned citizens. We moved to Bennett Valley from Orange County in 2014 to retire. We were
looking forward to a more relaxed lifestyle with opportunity for outdoor recreation. We are very happy with our
quiet, family oriented neighborhood and weekly frequent the stores and restaurants in the immediate vicinity.
We feel strongly that a cannabis dispensary/lounge in a residential neighborhood such as ours would be not only a
bad idea, but possibly a dangerous one. Not only would the traffic increase in an area where many elderly and
families walk on a daily basis, but the opportunity for criminal behavior would definitely increase. As Press
Democrat subscribers we have read the stories of robberies (and worse) in the parts of town where cannabis is
grown and available. Please help us preserve the safety of our little corner of a town that is increasingly succumbing
to big city problems.

Sincerely,

Stan and Ellen Woodward



From: Murray, Susie
To: KAREN KISSLER
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Cannisbus Store and Lounge on Bethards/Yalupa Corner
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 5:04:00 PM

FYI

Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org

Please consider the environment before printing.

-----Original Message-----
From: Erica Avon <erica_avon@hotmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 12:27 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Cannisbus Store and Lounge on Bethards/Yalupa Corner

Dear Susie,

I am a resident of Bennett Valley and just learned of the proposed cannabis retail and consumption lounge on the
corner of Bethards and Yalupa. I am opposed to this idea. In all honestly I don’t think I’d ever want this business in
our family-oriented neighborhood, but until there are proven ways to test THC in people’s systems with regards to
driving impaired, it seems irresponsible and negligent for a business to allow public consumption from which people
are likely to drive away. It would be dangerous to pedestrians and other drivers as well as opening up the city and
the business owner(s) to lawsuits if such accidents do occur.

If there is a mailing list I could get on to be aware of future meetings or petitions, I’d appreciate it.

Regards,

Erica Campos

Santa Rosa, CA 95405



From: Murray, Susie
To: Rose, William
Cc: Hartman, Clare
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Fwd: About the Dispensary Application at 2300 Bethards...
Date: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 11:38:00 AM
Attachments: Odor Mitigation Study Final.pdf

image003.jpg

Bill,
 
It’s a common practice for me to copy my applicants on any public correspondence I received as well
as add a copy to the file.  I was not included in the distribution of the email below, but suspect it
went out to everyone that’s emailed me thus far regarding the Alternatives East dispensary project. 
I’d like to talk about this during our check in today.
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
 
still strong_sm
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From: Christine Armigo <carmigo@sbcglobal.net> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 1:42 AM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Fwd: About the Dispensary Application at 2300 Bethards...
 
Ms. Murray,
 
I am shocked and disappointed that you gave my name as one voicing opposition to this proposed
business owner.
 
Is this how business is done, sharing our personal information?
 
I emailed you, Ms Murray, not Ms. Kissler.

Christine Armigo, MSN, RNC
Sent from my iPhone
510-693-2167

Begin forwarded message:



From: KAREN KISSLER <mskslr@comcast.net>
Date: January 28, 2020 at 6:50:39 PM PST
To: "Karen Esq." <mskslr@comcast.net>
Subject: About the Dispensary Application at 2300 Bethards...
Reply-To: KAREN KISSLER <mskslr@comcast.net>

Alternatives East
 
2300 Bethards Dr.
 
Santa Rosa CA 95405
 
Karen Kissler: (415) 250-8888
 
January 28, 2020
 
 
 
Dear Neighbors,
 
On behalf of Alternatives East, the proposed dispensary at 2300 Bethards
Dr., I would like to thank you for reaching out to find out more about the
application. Many of the responses have been supportive, some have
been opposed. Overall, many have been opposed to the proposed
smoking or vaporizing lounge, connected to the dispensary. Because we
are responsive to our neighbors and the community, Alternatives
East has withdrawn its request for a vaporizing lounge at the
location. Hence, it will be unlawful for anyone to vape or smoke anywhere
on the property, in accordance with Santa Rosa regulations. Like many
stores, though, we would like to be allowed to dispense edibles and
tinctures. As our planner, Susie Murray stated at our meeting, the City has
granted this type of consumption to other dispensaries and allows
customers to sample various food products permitted by the state.
 
Some concerns raised at our meeting were:
 
Odor:
 
Attached please find the revised report of Yorke Engineers confirming that
we will not be packaging, processing, trimming, or drying cannabis at the
store as it will come to us pre-packaged.
 
The report states 1 :
 
“We understand that Alternatives East Unit A will be a cannabis
dispensary facility in which no packaging, processing, trimming, or drying



of cannabis will be conducted. All cannabis will be pre-packaged and
purchased from state licensed cultivators and manufacturers through state
licensed distribution facilities. Retail of properly pre-packaged products will
have significantly reduced odors compared to cannabis production
facilities or loose product facilities.
 
We also understand that Unit B will be a consumption lounge and will
allow certain specified consumption modes such as tinctures and edibles.
No vaporizing or smoking will be permitted.
 
It is our opinion that an odor mitigation plan can be developed and
implemented that will result in no substantial odors outside the proposed
facilities. Alternatives East has proposed, and Yorke recommends, that
the odor mitigation plan and associated ventilation system be designed
and certified by an appropriate professional and maintained properly.
(Emph. Added.)
 
Because the store will have its own HVAC system, none of the other
tenants in the building would detect odors that might come from the store
(if any did escape.)
 
 
 
Traffic:
 
We will conduct a survey which will satisfy the City’s requirements that
traffic will not be unduly impacted because of the new store. The extra-
wide avenues surrounding Bethards and Yulupa are more than sufficient
to handle auto traffic.
 
Security:
 
Sean Cooke manager of All Guard Security attended the neighborhood
meeting and was able to assure attendees (before and after the meeting)
that modern, state of the art security will be utilized. Our high-tech security
will be discreet, nearly invisible, and thorough.  
 
Many studies have shown that increased security in neighborhoods
prevents crime because it provides “eyes on the street.” People who know
they are under surveillance behave differently because they feel their
actions are under scrutiny and being recorded.
 
Many times, when trouble or traffic accidents occur, the police turn to local
businesses for security footage to determine what happened. In this way,
Alternatives East will be an asset to our community.
 
But a  study from 2017 2  found that cannabis dispensaries had a positive



effect on crime in the neighborhoods in which they are located, and have
lowered crime, for the same reason that restaurants reduce crime in the
neighborhoods in which they are located.
 
Researchers from the study reported, "Our results demonstrate that the
dispensaries were not the crime magnets that they were often described
as, but instead reduced crime in their immediate vicinity." Some other
ways dispensaries reduce crime are by maintaining well lit areas, keeping
surrounding vegetation trimmed and attractive, and dispensary staff are
trained to report suspicious activity.
 
Community Participation:
 
For the past 10 years, Alternatives has operated a successful dispensary
on Hampton Way, near Stony Point and Sebastopol Rd. First serving
medicinal, and then recreational cannabis since 2018, Alternatives has
been a model participant in our community. Alternatives’ annual Warm
Sock drive for the homeless and Christmas Toy Drives have brought
smiles to many. We have helped transform our neighborhood. When the
home next door went into foreclosure, we received permission to paint it
and haul away all the garbage on the property. We striped the street,
landscaped, paved, and converted an old smog shop that was violating
building codes in to a warm, welcoming, safe place. Medically, we have
contributed to studies on the effect of cannabis on Alzheimer patients,
cancer patients, and, notably, we brought the brain tumor experts at UCSF
and California Pacific Medical Center to study cannabis’ effect on brain
gliomas. We have sponsored patients in need, give discounts to seniors,
veterans, students, and teachers and run educational programs on diverse
topics including safe growing techniques and safe use of cannabis. We
treat every interaction as an opportunity to listen to individual needs and
respond.
 
Property Values:
 
While the new store will occupy only about 2500SF of the 17,000SF
building, the store will have a positive economic impact on our
neighborhood. Per a recent  study 3  that looked at dispensaries (referred
to as retail conversions in the study) and housing, "single family
residences close to a retail conversion (within 0.1 miles) increased in
value by approximately 8.4% relative to houses that are located slightly
farther from a conversion..." A rise of 8.4% in the value of a home is
significant for nearby homeowners.
 
Dispensaries increase property values in the surrounding area by:
 

Renovating commercial properties (maintenance on 2300 Bethards



has been neglected for many years)
Encouraging other types of businesses to relocate near the
dispensary
Dispensary staff often volunteer in the local community to clean up
the neighborhood
Reducing crime in the neighborhood in which they are located

 
 
 
 
Staying Local is Important
 
Alternatives hires locally, helping people afford to live in our community
(we also offer health and dental insurance, pay well above minimum
wage, and hire a diverse staff.) Local businesses all benefit from
increased use of restaurants, banks, stores, service industries, and more.
 
Moreover, big canna-business has arrived in town. Most new dispensaries
opening are funded by multi-million dollar investors who have been
promised huge returns and glitzy stores that will sell national brands with
the best advertising. While it may be lucrative, this business model draws
money away from local, small farmers and chef-manufacturers who just
can’t compete.
 
Alternatives is the exact opposite. It has been 100% woman owned
without any outside investors. We give preference to local small, family
farmers and manufacturers. We train farmers in complex state and local
compliance to support their hard work and reach out to even more farmers
to come in from the gray markets and into the light of lab testing and tax
contribution.
 
Bennett Valley has always supported productive citizens who treasure our
natural environment, respect others’ differences, and appreciate privacy. It
also encourages light-heartedness, the arts and music, and spiritual
growth. Alternatives East fits Bennett Valley perfectly with its respect and
love for nature, discrete and understated presence, and quiet support for
all our neighbors and community.
 
Alternatives hopes you will write a letter supporting our branch,
Alternatives East, to that we may continue to provide the finest service to
our community possible!
 
 
 
Thank you and Be Well,
 
 



 
Karen Kissler for Alternatives East
 
PS. If, as a result of this information, you are inclined to withdraw your
opposition, we would be very grateful. Susie Murray's email is
smurray@srcity.org. Thank you. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 Pg.1, Para. 3
 
2 Univ. of Calif. Irvine study, Journal of Urban Economics/Marshall School
of Business,” "Our results demonstrate that the dispensaries were not the
crime magnets that they were often described as, but instead reduced
crime in their immediate vicinity," said Jacobson…Jacobson added, "We
can conclude from our research that retail businesses are effective in
lowering crime, even when the retail business is a medical marijuana
dispensary."
 
  https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/07/170711125704.htm
 
3 “Contact High: The External Effects of Retail Marijuana Establishments
on House Prices James Conklin, University of Georgia∗ Moussa Diop,
University of Wisconsin-Madison † and Herman Li, California State
University, Sacramento ‡ August 30, 2017. “We find that single family
residences close to a retail conversion increased in value by
approximately 8% relative to houses that are located slightly farther away.”
https://wsbfiles.wsb.wisc.edu/digital/mdiop/intellcont_journal/contact_high_public-
1.pdf
 



From: Murray, Susie
To: KAREN KISSLER
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Petition for Bethards Dispensary
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 3:41:00 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

FYI
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
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From: Tamara Blass <tamarablass@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 9:11 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Petition for Bethards Dispensary
 

Dear Ms. Murray,

 
I attended the neighborhood meeting for the proposed
cannabis dispensary at 2300 Bethards Drive and wanted to
cast my vote in favor of the application for the following
reasons:

I have been a resident and real estate professional in
Sonoma County for over 20 years and care deeply about our
neighborhoods and community. I genuinely feel that having
a well-run business could be good for the area in general.
I believe Dispensary applications should be considered on a
neighborhood by neighborhood basis but also seen from the
macroeconomic viewpoint as businesses that contribute
financially help to improve our communities. Hopefully, this
dispensary would contribute financially to our community by
hiring locally and contributing increased taxes assessed to
dispensaries and be seen as an asset.
 
I have reviewed this application for “fit” and feel it is



compatible with our Bennett Valley neighborhood. First, the
area already supports high traffic with wide avenues and
adequate access for both residents and neighboring large
businesses such as Safeway, the 76 Gas Station, and many
contiguous professional office buildings. From what I heard
the applicant is not asking for a variance from city signage
regulations and that no signs would display that cannabis
was sold in the building and that they carefully screen who
can enter, only allowing adults and medical patients with
valid medical cards. Those protections seem to me to be
sufficient as I do not feel it would be in the communities best
interest to have bold and out of place signage advertising
this kind of business. My hope is that this will be a
welcoming Dispensary that will fill a special need in our
community, serving our local neighborhood, improving the
current establishment and of course, contributing to Santa
Rosa's economic needs as well, thru the taxes generated if
the business is successful.
 
My biggest reservation is the petition for a smoking lounge,
as I do not feel that having a place where people can
aggregate to imbibe is really acceptable for this kind of a
neighborhood location. I would like to hear more about how
this kind of addition would benefit anyone but overall I am
not in favor of what in my mind would be akin to a "bar" and
am concerned about drawing people to smoke or vape on-
premises in what is mostly a residential neighborhood.is a
great idea.
 
Other than that, I am generally in favor of the applicant's
petition for a Dispensary. My hope is that it will be a well-run
establishment that will blend in with the community. I do not
feel that concerns that it will draw crime are warranted
because businesses like this seem to go out of their way to
ensure their own and the public's safety in general.
 
If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to
contact me. Tamara Blass. 707-701-7734
 
Thank you for your time.
 
 
Kind Regards,
 
 



Tamara Blass

 
--
                              
                              
                             707-703-7734
                             DRE Lic# 01867908
 



From: Murray, Susie
To: KAREN KISSLER
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Pot lounge and retail store, in Bennett Valley!
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 3:28:00 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

FYI
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
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From: Susan Chamberlain <susanchamber@att.net> 
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 2:51 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot lounge and retail store, in Bennett Valley!
 
Please know that I do not support  the  proposed, Retail store and especially the lounge , in Bennett 
Valley! In fact, I and totally, against any such establishment, in family friendly Bennet Valley! Susan
Chamberlain, over 40 Year resident in Bennett Valley 



From: Murray, Susie
To: KAREN KISSLER
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Pot lounge
Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 4:02:00 PM

Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org

Please consider the environment before printing.

-----Original Message-----
From: Bridget <bridget_schneider@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 1:34 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot lounge

The pot lounge is a terrible idea that will only bring crime to the small corner of Bennet Valley.  Pot retail and pot
lounges are forbidden in Marin County which means other counties will be coming to our section of Santa Rosa. 
Multiple stores in this area I’ve already been robbed and now this lounge is encouraging people to smoke pot and
rob people when they leave the store.   When the users leave they will deserve a DUI and there are multiple schools
that children walk from around this location!  It sounds like the owner of the Pot lounge has been robbed at the other
pot retail location that doesn’t even allow smoking it’s only retail.  The whole reason this is getting past is for the
tax money.   Once the city gets the tax money they will spend it in irresponsible ways.  This includes a terrible
attempt to help the homeless without addressing mental health, drug addiction, or needle exchange.  Children won’t
be safe walking home from a school outside a drug lounge.   Californian’s will flee this high tax dollar state that
seems to be promoting crime and not enforcing punishment.

Bridget



From: Murray, Susie
To: KAREN KISSLER
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Pot Lounge BV
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 5:23:00 PM

FYI

Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org

Please consider the environment before printing.

-----Original Message-----
From: George Traverso <geosan@sbcglobal.net>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 2:40 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot Lounge BV

Dear MsMurray,
As long time residents of Bennett Valley and neighbors of this proposed “ pot lounge”location, we oppose this plan.
The city of Santa Rosa is fortunate to have created such an outstanding example of a wonderful place to live! Let’s
not ruin it!!!!
This is a family oriented neighborhood around this pot location proposal. There are many elementary schools within
walking distance to this area. As teachers we feel these children should not be exposed on their way home from
school to the many dangers that this dispensary would present. Let us look at the safety and well being of our
children and families rather than putting money and profits first.
Thank you for your attention and acknowledging our concerns.
George and Sandra Traverso
Sent from my iPhone



From: Murray, Susie
To: KAREN KISSLER
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Pot Lounge
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 3:25:00 PM

FYI

Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org

Please consider the environment before printing.

-----Original Message-----
From: Duane Jensen <dj49@comcast.net>
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 2:08 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot Lounge

Why facilitating getting stoned anywhere, especially away from your home. This project should not even be
considered by your department. Seems our city government can’t be counted to make any decisions without “imput”
from constituents.



From: Murray, Susie
To: KAREN KISSLER
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Pot shop plus pot lounge
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 5:28:00 PM

FYI

Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org

Please consider the environment before printing.

-----Original Message-----
From: Sue Albon <sue@redecho.net>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 3:56 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot shop plus pot lounge

Dear Susie,

I live on Old Ranch Drive and walk daily, with my husband who has Alzheimers, past the proposed site for the 
pot/bar lounge

at Yulupa and Bethards, on our to have coffee at Starbucks. It is one of the few ways I can entertain him.  I do not
support the project

which does not fit into our neighborhood.

In addition, I should like to point out that we have a sober home, with
15 occupants ,next door to our house on Old Ranch Drive.

They are located there because we are considered to be a drug free neighborhood. The two facilities do not seem to
be compatible.

I urge you to act against this decision by our City Council.

Sincerely,

Sue Albon



From: Murray, Susie
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: Fwd: [EXTERNAL] Cannisbus Store and Lounge on Bethards/Yalupa Corner
Date: Friday, January 31, 2020 9:28:26 AM

Susie Murray
Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Erica Avon <erica_avon@hotmail.com>
Date: January 31, 2020 at 9:04:04 AM PST
To: "Murray, Susie" <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Cannisbus Store and Lounge on Bethards/Yalupa
Corner

Dear Susie,

I am a resident of Bennett Valley and just learned of the proposed cannabis retail
and consumption lounge on the corner of Bethards and Yalupa. I am opposed to
this idea. In all honestly I don’t think I’d ever want this business in our family-
oriented neighborhood, but until there are proven ways to test THC in people’s
systems with regards to driving impaired, it seems irresponsible and negligent for
a business to allow public consumption from which people are likely to drive
away. It would be dangerous to pedestrians and other drivers as well as opening
up the city and the business owner(s) to lawsuits if such accidents do occur.

If there is a mailing list I could get on to be aware of future meetings or petitions,
I’d appreciate it.

Regards,

Erica Campos

Santa Rosa, CA 95405



From: Murray, Susie
To: Natalie Mack
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Bethards
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:58:00 PM
Attachments: image002.jpg

Natalie,
 
Thank you for taking the time to express your concerns and do it in a polite way.  That is very much
appreciated. 
 
In terms of other avenues, I always recommend that people first provide their comments in writing. 
This generally represents their personal concerns.  Next, I recommend that people with similar
concerns band together before addressing decision makers.  Looking at the Oakmont community as
a roll model, a united group can be very effective.  If you want to watch videos of past meetings (I’d
recommend the meeting about pickleball courts), they’re available.
 
I hope that helps.
 
Susie
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
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From: Natalie Mack <mackfloral@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 7:43 AM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Bethards
 
Hi Susie, 
 
I'm writing to express my concern about the potential of Alternatives Dispensary moving into the
complex on Bethards in Bennett Valley. I've intentionally chosen to live in Bennett Valley because it
feels safe, not as congested with traffic, and family friendly in comparison to a lot of other areas in
Sonoma County. I am extremely concerned that this dispensary and "lounge" - which will allow
people to consume/smoke on site - will pose a major danger/risk - increasing traffic in the area and
will greatly increase the number of people who are high/under the influence on the road in my



neighborhood. I also worry about robberies and theft - as I have read stories where this same
company has been robbed in the middle of the day at gunpoint at their west side dispensary
location. There is a high population of kids around 2300 Bethards - walking from the nearby homes
and apartments to Safeway, CVS, school etc. and putting a dispensary in the heart of our area is a
serious safety risk for multiple reasons and will not yield any positive results for our neighborhood.
Thank you for your time and attention to this matter. Please let me know if there are other avenues
to express my concerns on this matter or any upcoming city meetings.
 
 
Best,
Natalie Mack
 
 



From: Murray, Susie
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Bethards Cannabis application
Date: Thursday, January 30, 2020 5:04:53 PM
Attachments: image003.jpg

Thank you for taking time to email your comments.  I have put a copy of this email in the public file
and will provide a copy to the Planning Commission before an action is taken.  In the meantime,
please see some responses below.
 
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
 
still strong_sm

P Please consider the environment before printing.

 
 
From: Pat Mai <marvinandpat@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 10:45 AM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Cc: Dowd, Richard <RDowd@srcity.org>; Sawyer, John <jsawyer@srcity.org>; Olivares, Ernesto
<EOlivares@srcity.org>; htsjtibbits@srcity.org; Schwedhelm, Tom <tschwedhelm@srcity.org>;
Rogers, Chris <CRogers@srcity.org>; Fleming, Victoria <VFleming@srcity.org>; McGlynn, Sean
<smcglynn@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Bethards Cannabis application
 
Good Morning Ms. Murray:
 
We are writing to oppose the proposed Cannabis Dispensary with a Cannabis Consumption Lounge
at 2300 Bethards Drive.  This is a professional office building, currently with a General Plan
designation as Office and Zoning Code CO (Commercial Office).  Pursuant to Zoning Code Table
  Changing the use arbitrarily is the wrong thing to do. This is a family oriented neighborhood with
hundreds of children walking to and from school to their homes past this building.  Even bars serving
alcohol have to be licensed individually after being studied by the ABC for background investigations
of the owner, number of establishments already existing in the area, as well as social factors in the
area. Adding a cannabis consumption establishment in an office designated building is completely
inappropriate. 
  Notice given was extremely limited. Most people are only learning of this through social media and
word of mouth. Otherwise, there would be an outcry from neighbors throughout Bennett Valley.
Already, a simple jewelry store right across the street has been the target of armed thieves with



shots fired, resulting in customers now being vetted before admission. Police stated that the location
at the very edge of the city with multiple routes of escape was a contributing factor to the repeated
robberies of the jewelry store. We know the owner of this proposed establishment has already
experienced armed robberies at another dispensary location.  We do not want this for our
neighborhood. This entirely inappropriate business application must be denied.
 
Marvin and Pat Mai

Santa Rosa, CA 95405 
marvinandpat@gmail.com



From: Murray, Susie
To: bradford@sonic.net
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Bethards cannibas
Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 2:52:00 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

Gary & Pam,
 
Thank you for taking time to provide your comments.  I will place a copy in the public file and be sure
the Planning Commission receives a copy prior to taking action on the requested Conditional Use
Permit.   The project is proposing an onsite consumption area for topicals and consumables.  No
smoking or vaping will be included.
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
 
still strong_sm

P Please consider the environment before printing.

 
 

From: bradford@sonic.net <bradford@sonic.net> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 7:07 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Bethards cannibas
 
Hi Susy – we live in Bennett Valley and we were not aware of the meeting on January 22 regarding
the cannabis application for 2300 Bethards. Can you please provide an update? It appears the
application is for retail and delivery? Is a “consumption lounge” also being considered? Sincerely,
Gary and Pam Bradford



From: Karen Massey
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Bethards cannibas
Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 2:59:09 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

Hi Susie, this might not have been for me?
 

From: "Murray, Susie" <SMurray@srcity.org>
Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 at 2:52 PM
To: Karen Massey <KMassey@burbankhousing.org>
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Bethards cannibas
 
[CAUTION----FROM EXTERNAL EMAIL]
 
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
 
still strong_sm

P Please consider the environment before printing.

 
 

From: bradford@sonic.net <bradford@sonic.net> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 7:07 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Bethards cannibas
 
Hi Susy – we live in Bennett Valley and we were not aware of the meeting on January 22 regarding
the cannabis application for 2300 Bethards. Can you please provide an update? It appears the
application is for retail and delivery? Is a “consumption lounge” also being considered? Sincerely,
Gary and Pam Bradford



From: Murray, Susie
To: Denise Trione
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Bethards Dr
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 5:40:00 PM

Thank you for sending in your comments.  I've added a copy to the public file and will be sure the Planning
Commission receives a copy prior to taking action.

Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org

Please consider the environment before printing.

-----Original Message-----
From: Denise Trione <dtrione@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 5:40 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Bethards Dr

Hello,
I am emailing to voice my opposition for the dispensary and cannabis lounge that is proposed for our Bennett Valley
neighborhood. We have children that frequently ride their bikes to Baskin Robbins and Molly’s bakery. It is very
concerning that we could have patrons of this lounge pulling in and out of driveways at the same intersection.
I cannot understand or support the location of a dispensary and lounge in this family neighborhood. Please consider
my strong opposition and desire to keep our neighborhood and children safe.

Thank you,
Denise Trione Hicks
707-529-3876

Sent from Denise Trione Hicks' iPhone



From: Murray, Susie
To: Ann Marie McGee
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Bethards Drive - Proposed use
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:44:00 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

Thank you for your comments.  I’ve added a copy to the public record (project file) and will provide a
copy to the Planning Commission prior to any action taken.
 
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
 
still strong_sm

P Please consider the environment before printing.

 
 
From: Ann Marie McGee <amcgee26@gmail.com> 
Sent: Saturday, February 1, 2020 10:17 AM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Bethards Drive - Proposed use
 
I live about 1 mile from this address and I am very concerned about the proposed use for this
building.
 
My understanding is that Karen Kissler, a Marin resident and Larkspur attorney, recently purchased
this building for the purpose of establishing a retail cannabis dispensary and a consumption lounge
as part of her business known as Alternatives.
 
I feel this is an extremely inappropriate use for a property that is located in very dense residential
properties, apartments and single family homes.  The traffic for a consumption lounge is unknown
but likely to be significant.  The business is likely to attract many customers who do not live in this
area which is primarily residential.
 
In addition, the impact on the area businesses for their own parking and image is enormous.  And for
other tenants in her building, to have their office entrances adjacent to this building is likely to be
detrimental. While they can look for alternative locations, that takes time and they have current
leases in place.
 
This proposed use is very out of character to our Bennett Valley neighborhood.  This is an area of
families and children.  Families out walking and enjoying the peaceful character of our beautiful



area.  The vast majority of Bennett Valley residents are not likely to be customers for this business
establishment.
 
I was not aware of the topic for the January 22 meeting that was posted on the billboards next to the
offices.  It seems that a meeting like this with such a significant impact should have had more notice
to surrounding residents.
 
In addition, I have tried to find minutes of the January 22 meeting to no avail and would appreciate a
copy.
 
Please let me know what can be done to further oppose any change permitting for this building and
business.
 
Sincerely,
 
Ann Marie McGee

Santa Rosa, CA  95405
(707) 595-3542
 
 



From: Murray, Susie
To: Frances Sims
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Bethards
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:59:00 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

Thank you for your comments.  I’ve added a copy to the public record (project file) and will provide a
copy to the Planning Commission prior to any action taken.
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
 
still strong_sm

P Please consider the environment before printing.

 
 
From: Frances Sims <sims.frances@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 8:42 AM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Bethards
 
I vehemently oppose this project. It is certainly not fit for a neighborhood. I suggest you spend some
time at this location and get a feel for yourself of the area.  Any elected official who approves this
project should be voted out. I don't see how a consumption lounge would be considered anything
other than a nuisance. It's embarrassing to our "city designed for living" that this ill conceived project
has gotten this far.
 
Frances Sims
2941 Jason Dr, Santa Rosa, CA 95405



From: Murray, Susie
To: Judy Mahoney
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Yulupa
Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 4:06:00 PM

Ms. Mahoney,

Thank you for taking time to email your comments.  I have put a copy of this email in the public file and will
provide a copy to the Planning Commission before an action is taken. 

Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org

Please consider the environment before printing.

-----Original Message-----
From: Judy Mahoney <jamahoney@me.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 2:45 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 2300 Yulupa

I feel this is a totally inappropriate place to open a pot lounge. This is a very family friendly area and a pot lounge
just does not fit. Please come up with a more appropriate location. The traffic on  Bennett Valley Rd does not need
the flow of traffic that this project will bring.

There are kids walking and bike riding daily on Bethards and Yulupa,  They. don’t  need to be around a bunch of
stoned people.

Judy Mahoney
Sent from my iPad



From: Murray, Susie
To: LAURIE WONNENBERG
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Bennett Valley Cannabis
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:11:00 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

Thank you for your comments.  I’ve added a copy to the public record (project file) and will provide a
copy to the Planning Commission prior to any action taken.
 
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
 
still strong_sm

P Please consider the environment before printing.

 
 

From: LAURIE WONNENBERG <wonnenberg1@comcast.net> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 10:21 AM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Cc: Lori bremner <fairwayviewestates@yahoo.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bennett Valley Cannabis
 
Dear Susie:
 
My husband and I have lived in Bennett Valley in Fairway Estates above the golf
course for over 30 years. We have raised our kids here and thoroughly love this area.
Now our adult children all have homes here within a one mile radius and are raising
their young families. We are not unusual. We know of many families who have lived
here for 30+ years and whose adult children have all returned to raise their families
here as well. 
 
We beg you not to let this cannabis dispensary/lounge be allowed in our residential
neighborhood. I am not going debate the long list of reasons why this is such a bad
decision, but implore you to have the courage and wisdom to direct the owners to one
of the many many other suitable more commercial property choices available within
the city. 
 
Sincerely, 
Laurie & Gunther Wonneberg
 
cc: Fairway View Estates HOA



From: Murray, Susie
To: Charis Fitchett
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Bethards consumption lounge
Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 2:53:00 PM

Thank you for taking time to provide your comments.  I will place a copy in the public file and be sure the Planning
Commission receives a copy prior to taking action on the requested Conditional Use Permit.

Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org

Please consider the environment before printing.

-----Original Message-----
From: Charis Fitchett <charisoct@icloud.com>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 7:12 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bethards consumption lounge

I live off of Summerfield road and am NOT in favor of the cannabis consumption lounge. Too close to
neighborhoods with children. Wrong location for this business.
Sent from my iPad



From: Murray, Susie
To: Cindy Graf
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] BV consumption lounge
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:19:00 PM

Thank you for your comments.  A copy has been added to the public file, which will be provided to the Planning
Commission before action is taken on the requested Conditional Use Permit.

Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org

Please consider the environment before printing.

-----Original Message-----
From: Cindy Graf <costromgraf@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 4:24 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] BV consumption lounge

Hello,

Being a resident in Bennett Valley where my children attend Strawberry, I’m absolutely opposed to opening a pot
consumption lounge or medicinal store 1/4 mile away from my house.  So many children walk home in our
neighborhood and cross Bethards (including my children) this is a disaster waiting to happen if this project is
approved. 

Thank you,
Cindy Graf

Sent from my iPhone



From: Murray, Susie
To: Richard Wiseman
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Cannabis Consumption Lounge
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:13:00 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

image002.jpg

Thank you [again] for your comments.  I’ve added a copy to the public record (project file) and will
provide a copy to the Planning Commission prior to any action taken.
 
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
 
still strong_sm

P Please consider the environment before printing.

 
 

From: Richard Wiseman <ra_wiseman@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 3:25 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Cannabis Consumption Lounge
 
Thank you for your response and the referral to Karen Kissler. She sent me a not
explaining that the "consumption lounge" idea has be taken off  the table. They still
plan on offering "tasting". I am still opposed to any cannabis being dispensed in our
community and especially in a residential neighborhood with several schools near by. 
 
Richard A. Wiseman
 
 
On Monday, January 27, 2020, 05:25:39 PM PST, Murray, Susie <smurray@srcity.org> wrote:
 
 

Mr. Wiseman,

 

Thank you for sending in your comments.  I've added a copy to the public file and will be sure the
Planning Commission receives a copy prior to taking action.

 

 



Susie Murray | Senior Planner

Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404

Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org

 

still strong_sm

P Please consider the environment before printing.

 

 

From: Richard Wiseman <ra_wiseman@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 3:06 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Cannabis Consumption Lounge

 

Dear Ms. Murray, I am a home owner and business owner in Bennett Valley and I
strongly oppose the proposal to open a cannabis "consumption lounge" at 2300
Bethards Drive.

There is no amount of tax revenue that would justify all of the negatives associated
with having stoned outsiders clogging up our streets, and spewing toxic waste into
our environment and of course the associated crime that follows. I maintain that the
rights of the residents to have a safe and clean neighborhood outweigh any
entitlement that stoners feel they have. If you would like to check my references, I live

 and am part owner of the professional office building at
2321 Bethards Drive. I would appreciate a personal reply.

 

Richard A. Wiseman DMD



From: Murray, Susie
To: HILARY LINES
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Cannabis Dispensary - Yulupa\Bethards - Opposed
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:19:00 PM

Thank you for your comments.  I’ve added a copy to the public record (project file) and will provide a copy to the
Planning Commission prior to any action taken.

Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org

Please consider the environment before printing.

-----Original Message-----
From: HILARY LINES <hvl1@aol.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2020 10:25 AM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Cannabis Dispensary - Yulupa\Bethards - Opposed

Ms. Murray,
I have lived two blocks away from this location for over 20 years and am opposed to having a dispensary and onsite
consumption located in this neighborhood. I am not opposed to cannabis or dispensaries in general as they are
beneficial to many. But, I don’t believe that they should be located in residential areas or small neighborhood strip
shopping centers such as this. I think that the one bar/lounge that we have is enough.
Thanks for listening,
Hilary Lines

Sent from my iPad



From: Murray, Susie
To: Millie Sivage
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Cannabis Dispensary 2300 Bethards Santa Rosa
Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 2:54:00 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

Ms. Sivage,
 
Thank you for taking time to provide your comments.  I will place a copy in the public file and be sure
the Planning Commission receives a copy prior to taking action on the requested Conditional Use
Permit.
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
 
still strong_sm

P Please consider the environment before printing.

 
 

From: Millie Sivage <vernonsivage@sbcglobal.net> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 8:08 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Cannabis Dispensary 2300 Bethards Santa Rosa
 
Dear Ms. Murray:
 
Having lived in the Bennett Valley neighborhoods for the past 45 years, I am quite familiar with the
location and surroundings of the proposed Dispensary/Lounge.  It is adjacent to shopping which
draws people of all ages, many of whom live in the apartments nearby and are elderly or families
with young children.  Many walk to their destinations in this area.
 
First, I cannot think of any location which would be a reasonable place for such a business and
certainly not at 2300 Bethards!  To include a “lounge” with the retail area could certainly bring about
many undeserved Injuries and/or deaths due to those who drive impaired after having spent some
time at the “LOUNGE”.  Bethards Drive and Bennett Valley Road are long straight streets which make
higher than speed limit speeds easy.  They are also quick access to Bennett Valley Road over to
Petaluma Hill Road as well as Crane Canyon Road….all of which are curvy and can be dangerous at
best.  The point is why increase the danger by adding this type of business? 
 
I recognize that the area is a mixed retail/residential use and that is what has kept it appealing to the
residents mentioned earlier. 



 

I am unequivocally opposed to this business application being approved.
 
Thank you!
 
Millie Sivage
 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 



From: Murray, Susie
To: Peter Caven
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Cannabis Dispensary in Bennett Valley
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 3:35:00 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

Thank you for taking the time to provide your comments.  I've placed a copy in the public file and will
provide a copy to the Planning Commission prior to the Commission taking action.
 
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
 
still strong_sm

P Please consider the environment before printing.

 
 
From: Peter Caven <pbcaven@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 9:09 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Cannabis Dispensary in Bennett Valley
 
I am a resident of Bennett Valley for over 12 years (6578 Birch Dr, Santa Rosa, CA 95404). I feel that
the location of the Dispensary is inappropriate. I understand that there is a consumption lounge that
is proposed for this location. As a frequent driver on the "safety challenged" Bennett Valley Rd. I feel
the consumption lounge is a really bad idea. Please consider my citizen safety concerns when making
your decision. It is much better to error on the side of public safety which will cause no harm, than
to make a bad decision that may cause unnecessary fatalities. Regards, Peter Caven (545-2199).



From: Murray, Susie
To: "CHRIS MCGETTIGAN"
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] cannabis lounge
Date: Friday, April 17, 2020 7:31:35 AM
Attachments: image001.jpg

Mr. & Mrs. McGettigan,
 
Thank you for taking time to email your comments.  When I’m able, I’ll add a printed copy to the
public file and I’ll be sure the Planning Commission receives a copy prior to taking action.
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
 
still strong_sm

P Please consider the environment before printing.

 

From: CHRIS MCGETTIGAN <chrismcg1@comcast.net> 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 7:21 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>; Sawyer, John <jsawyer@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] cannabis lounge
 
Dear Ms. Murray and Mr. Sawyer,
I hope you will consider advocating for a different location for the Cannabis Lounge. 
Bethards drive is primarily a residential area with many families with young children. 
There are two public elementary schools within one mile of the proposed site.  Also,
the location is in a far corner of the city and doesn't really make sense anyway.
We strongly feel that we do NOT want a dispensary in Bennett Valley.  I hope you will
decide against putting it there.
Sincerely,
Tony and Christine McGettigan



From: Murray, Susie
To: Erica Avon
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Cannisbus Store and Lounge on Bethards/Yalupa Corner
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:36:00 PM

Thank you for your comments.  I’ve added a copy to the public record (project file) and will provide a copy to the
Planning Commission prior to any action taken.

Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org

Please consider the environment before printing.

-----Original Message-----
From: Erica Avon <erica_avon@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2020 9:04 AM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Cannisbus Store and Lounge on Bethards/Yalupa Corner

Dear Susie,

I am a resident of Bennett Valley and just learned of the proposed cannabis retail and consumption lounge on the
corner of Bethards and Yalupa. I am opposed to this idea. In all honestly I don’t think I’d ever want this business in
our family-oriented neighborhood, but until there are proven ways to test THC in people’s systems with regards to
driving impaired, it seems irresponsible and negligent for a business to allow public consumption from which people
are likely to drive away. It would be dangerous to pedestrians and other drivers as well as opening up the city and
the business owner(s) to lawsuits if such accidents do occur.

If there is a mailing list I could get on to be aware of future meetings or petitions, I’d appreciate it.

Regards,

Erica Campos

Santa Rosa, CA 95405



From: Murray, Susie
To: Carol
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Consumption lounge project - Yulupa/Bethards
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:18:00 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

Thank you for your comments.  I’ve added a copy to the public record (project file) and will provide a
copy to the Planning Commission prior to any action taken.
 
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
 
still strong_sm

P Please consider the environment before printing.

 
 

From: Carol <carolusa@sonic.net> 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2020 8:55 AM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Consumption lounge project - Yulupa/Bethards
 

Susie Murray-

 

I am responding to the proposal for a Consumption Lounge/Pot Shop opening on the corner of
Yulupa/Bethards Drive, Santa Rosa.  I live in Bennett Valley off of Bethards Drive and I am
opposed to the proposed

pot shop/consumption lounge that is being considered at the corner of Yulupa and Bethard
Drive.

First, I am astonished that the surrounding neighborhoods did not receive mailed notices of
this proposed business. Instead of a sign is posted  in front of the building for the proposed pot
shop/consumption lounge site.

Most people either do not see the sign or do not stop and read the sign for various reasons.  I
did not read the sign because I have been out of town.  The City had a obligation to mail the
proposed business permit to all the residents of Bennett Valley well ahead of the meeting
that was held.  By not doing so, it appears the City wanted this proposal to be hidden from the
community.  This proposed business will have a negative impact on the



community.  What is the City thinking?

The negative impact:

         Children and families in the immediate area.  The proposed site is surrounded
by homes and apartments that are occupied by families.  Pot shops and pot
consumption lounges do not belong in a neighborhood with

with children.  I am always hearing the City talking about protecting
“children”, but now the City is turning a blind eye.  There are schools close by
this proposed site.  There is a bus stop across the street

from the proposed site that families and children use.  Parents walk their
children around this area including in front of the building that this
business wants to occupy.

Crime.  Pot shops bring crime to neighborhoods.  We hear this constantly in
the newspaper about robberies, assaults, and bad behavior around pot shops. 
This business will also include a pot consumption/lounge that will attract bad
behavior.  The proposed business owner  has a track record of  armed
robberies  at his other business site and that is only a pot shop.  This is not a
business that is acceptable in Bennett Valley.  Why would the City want to
invite more crime into a quiet neighborhood?

 

A pot consumption lounge?  Why is this being considered?  Do we need stoned
people driving after vaping?  They will be driving out into an intersection
already that has heavy traffic.  Will the City be taking responsibility

when people are injured from a stoned driver coming out of the vaping den? 
There will be increased traffic.  We don’t need this.  The proposed site is
incompatible with the neighborhood.

 Sonoma County does not have a pot lounge anywhere.  Now City is
considering one?  No less in a family oriented neighborhood? 

What kind of a City government would want to thrust this kind of business
that includes  selling pot, delivering pot, a consumption lounge for vaping,
eating edibles, etc. in  FAMILY NEIGHBORHOOD?

Property values will decrease with this type of business in the Bennett Valley
community.  Is this business an attractive business that will enhance the
neighborhood? No.  It does not enhance the

homes and apartments surrounding the proposed business site and it is not
compatible with the current surrounding businesses.  Come and take a look at
the parking lots of the Safeway shopping center and

the Annadel shopping center. Both are heavily trafficked.  In the of best times,
a person has to be very alert to avoid accidents driving through the parking
lots.  People specifically coming to the pot shop and



lounge who have been smoking pot  - how alert will some of those people be? 
Will the City be taking responsibility of the injuries due to pot use when
someone is injured due to inattentive driving because of

consumption of pot in the pot lounge?   The City should not give a permit to
this business owner to open a pot shop/and consumption lounge in this
neighborhood.  This type of business should not be any

family oriented neighborhood.  Period.  

Carol Stewart

Santa Rosa, Ca.

542 5701

       

 



From: Murray, Susie
To: Heather Greer
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Dispensary at Yulupa and Bethards...
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:43:00 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

Thank you for your comments.  I’ve added a copy to the public record (project file) and will provide a
copy to the Planning Commission prior to any action taken.
 
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
 
still strong_sm

P Please consider the environment before printing.

 
 
From: Heather Greer <heathermgreer@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2020 5:08 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Dispensary at Yulupa and Bethards...
 
Hello Ms Murray,
 
I know you’ve probably been bombarded with emails from those opposing the dispensary proposed
in Bennett Valley. I am a homeowner and not in opposition of the dispensary. 
 
I am opposed to the lounge, but only because I feel that people shouldn’t be under the influence of
anything while driving. Other than that, I am excited that a new business will be joining the
neighborhood, and feel that dispensaries are a great way for people to access cannabis for medical
and personal needs. 
 
With that said, my only other concern is the speed limit on Yulupa between Bennett Valley Road and
Tachevah. It is now at 40mph, which is already too fast for this road, considering residential and
business driveways. Also, many children and folks on bicycles use this road daily. 
 
I’m not sure if that can be addressed in the proposal,   but that’s my two cents. Thank you for
opening up the discussion for people to express their concerns. I think many who oppose the
dispensary simply don’t understand how they operate or the clientele they bring in. 
 
Sincerely,



Heather Greer
(Vista Del Lago resident)



From: Murray, Susie
To: Skip Scinto
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] FW: from Karen Kissler Dispensary Updates (Smoking Lounge withdrawn)
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:05:00 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

Thank you for your comments.  I’ve added a copy to the public record (project file) and will
provide a copy to the Planning Commission prior to any action taken.
 
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
 
still strong_sm

P Please consider the environment before printing.

 
 

From: Skip Scinto <sscinto@mkbattery.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 9:53 AM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] FW: from Karen Kissler Dispensary Updates (Smoking Lounge withdrawn)
 
It got rejected due to the size.
 
Skip Scinto
Global Sales
Reserve Power Division
East Penn Manufacturing Co, Inc.
(707)332-7812
www.dekabatteries.com

 
From: Skip Scinto 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 9:43 AM
To: 'SMurray@srcity.org' <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: FW: from Karen Kissler Dispensary Updates (Smoking Lounge withdrawn)
 
Susie,
We received this yesterday from Karen Kissler. I take issues with a lot of what



she is saying.
Although she has withdrawn the request for a smoking/vaporizing lounge, what
will stop them from doing this while parked outside of the building.
A major concern with the “consumption” lounge, is after ingesting whatever
they purchase, they still have to drive.
I really take exception to her addressing Community Participation and Property
Values based on her operation a similar facility on the “West” side of Santa
Rosa.
I have attached pictures showing the actual facility. Can someone share with
me how she feels that she has improved the property values of the near this
location.
If she feels so strongly about staying local, why isn’t she doing this where she
actually lives, and not here in Santa Rosa.
I am a resident of Bennet Valley, and her statement is typical from someone
that doesn’t actually reside here. Yes, we are family oriented neighborhood,
and for that reason, we do not want our children exposed to this on a daily
bases…
I also attached what I believe will be her way of handling the garage flooding
issue. I wonder if this even passed code.
Thanks for your consideration on this issue.
 
 
 
Skip Scinto
Global Sales
Reserve Power Division
East Penn Manufacturing Co, Inc.
(707)332-7812
www.dekabatteries.com

 
From: Kim Le 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 5:31 AM
To: Skip Scinto <sscinto@mkbattery.com>
Subject: FW: from Karen Kissler Dispensary Updates (Smoking Lounge withdrawn)
 
 
 



From: KAREN KISSLER [mailto:mskslr@comcast.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 5:44 PM
To: Karen Esq. <mskslr@comcast.net>
Subject: from Karen Kissler Dispensary Updates (Smoking Lounge withdrawn)
 

**WARNING: External Content**
Dear 2300 Bethards Tenants,
 
On behalf of Alternatives East, the proposed dispensary at 2300 Bethards Dr., I would
like to thank you for reaching out to find out more about the application. Because we
have had some opposition to the proposed smoking or vaporizing lounge and we
want to be responsive to our neighbors, tenants, and friends, we have withdrawn
the request for a smoking/vaporizing lounge at the building. Hence, it will be
unlawful for anyone to vape or smoke anywhere on the property. 
 
Some concerns raised at our meeting were:
 
Odor:
 
Enclosed please find the revised report of Yorke Engineers confirming that we will not
be packaging, processing, trimming, or drying cannabis at the store as it will come to
us pre-packaged.
 
The report states 1 :
 
“We understand that Alternatives East Unit A will be a cannabis dispensary facility in
which no packaging, processing, trimming, or drying of cannabis will be conducted.
All cannabis will be pre-packaged and purchased from state licensed cultivators and
manufacturers through state licensed distribution facilities. Retail of properly pre-
packaged products will have significantly reduced odors compared to cannabis
production facilities or loose product facilities.
 
We also understand that Unit B will be a consumption lounge and will allow certain
specified consumption modes such as tinctures and edibles. No vaporizing or
smoking will be permitted.
 
It is our opinion that an odor mitigation plan can be developed and implemented that
will result in no substantial odors outside the proposed facilities. Alternatives East has
proposed, and Yorke recommends, that the odor mitigation plan and associated
ventilation system be designed and certified by an appropriate professional and
maintained properly. (Emph. Added.)
 
Because the store will have its own HVAC system, none of the other tenants in the
building will detect odors that might come from the store (if any did escape.)
 
 



Traffic:
 
We will conduct a survey which will satisfy the City’s requirements that traffic will not
be unduly impacted because of the new store. The extra-wide avenues surrounding
Bethards and Yulupa are more than sufficient to handle auto traffic.
 
Security:
 
Sean Cooke manager of All Guard Security attended the neighborhood meeting and
was able to assure attendees (before and after the meeting) that modern, state of the
art security will be utilized. Our high-tech security will be discreet, nearly invisible, and
thorough.  
 
Many studies have shown that increased security in neighborhoods prevents crime
because it provides “eyes on the street.” People who know they are under
surveillance behave differently because they feel their actions are under scrutiny and
being recorded.
 
Many times, when trouble or traffic accidents occur, the police turn to local
businesses for security footage to determine what happened. In this way, Alternatives
East will be an asset to our community.
 
But a  study from 2017 2  found that cannabis dispensaries had a positive effect on
crime in the neighborhoods in which they are located, and have lowered crime, for the
same reason that restaurants reduce crime in the neighborhoods in which they are
located.
 
Researchers from the study reported, "Our results demonstrate that the dispensaries
were not the crime magnets that they were often described as, but instead reduced
crime in their immediate vicinity." Some other ways dispensaries reduce crime are by
maintaining well lit areas, keeping surrounding vegetation trimmed and attractive, and
dispensary staff are trained to report suspicious activity.
 
Community Participation:
 
For the past 10 years, Alternatives has operated a successful dispensary on Hampton
Way, near Stony Point and Sebastopol Rd. First serving medicinal, and then
recreational cannabis since 2018, Alternatives has been a model participant in our
community. Alternatives’ annual Warm Sock drive for the homeless and Christmas
Toy Drives have brought smiles to many. We have helped transform our
neighborhood. When the home next door went into foreclosure, we received
permission to paint it and haul away all the garbage on the property. We striped the
street, landscaped, paved, and converted an old smog shop that was violating
building codes in to a warm, welcoming, safe place. Medically, we have contributed to
studies on the effect of cannabis on Alzheimer patients, cancer patients, and, notably,
we brought the brain tumor experts at UCSF and California Pacific Medical Center to
study cannabis’ effect on brain gliomas. We have sponsored patients in need, give



discounts to seniors, veterans, students, and teachers and run educational programs
on diverse topics including safe growing techniques and safe use of cannabis. We
treat every interaction as an opportunity to listen to individual needs and respond.
 
Property Values:
 
While the new store will occupy only about 2500SF of the 17,000SF building, the
store will have a positive economic impact on our neighborhood. Per a recent  study 3
 that looked at dispensaries (referred to as retail conversions in the study) and
housing, "single family residences close to a retail conversion (within 0.1 miles)
increased in value by approximately 8.4% relative to houses that are located slightly
farther from a conversion..." A rise of 8.4% in the value of a home is significant for
nearby homeowners.
 
Dispensaries increase property values in the surrounding area by:
 

Renovating commercial properties (maintenance on 2300 Bethards has been
neglected for many years)
Encouraging other types of businesses to relocate near the dispensary
Dispensary staff often volunteer in the local community to clean up the
neighborhood
Reducing crime in the neighborhood in which they are located

 
 
Staying Local is Important
 
Alternatives hires locally, helping people afford to live in our community (we also offer
health and dental insurance, pay well above minimum wage, and hire a diverse staff.)
Local businesses all benefit from increased use of restaurants, banks, stores, service
industries, and more.
 
Moreover, big canna-business has arrived in town. Most new dispensaries opening
are funded by multi-million dollar investors who have been promised huge returns and
glitzy stores that will sell national brands with the best advertising. While it may be
lucrative, this business model draws money away from local, small farmers and chef-
manufacturers who just can’t compete.
 
Alternatives is the exact opposite. It has been 100% woman owned without any
outside investors. We give preference to local small, family farmers and
manufacturers. We train farmers in complex state and local compliance to support
their hard work and reach out to even more farmers to come in from the gray markets
and into the light of lab testing and tax contribution.
 
Bennett Valley has always supported productive citizens who treasure our natural
environment, respect others’ differences, and appreciate privacy. It also encourages
light heartedness, the arts and music, and spiritual growth. Alternatives East fits
Bennett Valley perfectly with its respect and love for nature, discrete and understated



presence, and quiet support for all our neighbors and community.
 
Alternatives hopes you will write a letter supporting our branch, Alternatives East, to
that we may continue to provide the finest service to our community possible!
 
  Please email me back with your thoughts and responses. I look forward to
hearing from you!
 
Thank you and Be Well,
 
 
 
Karen Kissler for Alternatives East
 
 
 
 
1 Pg.1, Para. 3
 
2 Univ. of Calif. Irvine study, Journal of Urban Economics/Marshall School of
Business,” "Our results demonstrate that the dispensaries were not the crime
magnets that they were often described as, but instead reduced crime in their
immediate vicinity," said Jacobson…Jacobson added, "We can conclude from our
research that retail businesses are effective in lowering crime, even when the retail
business is a medical marijuana dispensary."
 
  https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/07/170711125704.htm
 
3 “Contact High: The External Effects of Retail Marijuana Establishments on House
Prices James Conklin, University of Georgia∗ Moussa Diop, University of Wisconsin-
Madison † and Herman Li, California State University, Sacramento ‡ August 30,
2017. “We find that single family residences close to a retail conversion increased in
value by approximately 8% relative to houses that are located slightly farther away.”
https://wsbfiles.wsb.wisc.edu/digital/mdiop/intellcont_journal/contact_high_public-
1.pdf
 



From: Murray, Susie
To: Christine Armigo
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Fwd: About the Dispensary Application at 2300 Bethards...
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:45:00 PM
Attachments: Odor Mitigation Study Final.pdf

image003.jpg

Ms. Armigo,
 
I’m sorry this email from the applicant surprised you.  Any correspondence staff receives is part of
the public record (project file).  As a standard operating procedure, applicant’s receive comments
about their projects.  I tried to make that clear at the Neighborhood Meeting, but that message only
reached those that attended the meeting.  That said, your response to the applicant’s email is
helpful. 
 
Thank you.
 
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
 
still strong_sm

P Please consider the environment before printing.

 
 

From: Christine Armigo <carmigo@sbcglobal.net> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 1:42 AM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Fwd: About the Dispensary Application at 2300 Bethards...
 
Ms. Murray,
 
I am shocked and disappointed that you gave my name as one voicing opposition to this proposed
business owner.
 
Is this how business is done, sharing our personal information?
 
I emailed you, Ms Murray, not Ms. Kissler.

Christine Armigo, MSN, RNC
Sent from my iPhone



510-693-2167

Begin forwarded message:

From: KAREN KISSLER <mskslr@comcast.net>
Date: January 28, 2020 at 6:50:39 PM PST
To: "Karen Esq." <mskslr@comcast.net>
Subject: About the Dispensary Application at 2300 Bethards...
Reply-To: KAREN KISSLER <mskslr@comcast.net>

Alternatives East
 
2300 Bethards Dr.
 
Santa Rosa CA 95405
 
Karen Kissler: (415) 250-8888
 
January 28, 2020
 
 
 
Dear Neighbors,
 
On behalf of Alternatives East, the proposed dispensary at 2300 Bethards
Dr., I would like to thank you for reaching out to find out more about the
application. Many of the responses have been supportive, some have
been opposed. Overall, many have been opposed to the proposed
smoking or vaporizing lounge, connected to the dispensary. Because we
are responsive to our neighbors and the community, Alternatives
East has withdrawn its request for a vaporizing lounge at the
location. Hence, it will be unlawful for anyone to vape or smoke anywhere
on the property, in accordance with Santa Rosa regulations. Like many
stores, though, we would like to be allowed to dispense edibles and
tinctures. As our planner, Susie Murray stated at our meeting, the City has
granted this type of consumption to other dispensaries and allows
customers to sample various food products permitted by the state.
 
Some concerns raised at our meeting were:
 
Odor:
 
Attached please find the revised report of Yorke Engineers confirming that
we will not be packaging, processing, trimming, or drying cannabis at the
store as it will come to us pre-packaged.
 



The report states 1 :
 
“We understand that Alternatives East Unit A will be a cannabis
dispensary facility in which no packaging, processing, trimming, or drying
of cannabis will be conducted. All cannabis will be pre-packaged and
purchased from state licensed cultivators and manufacturers through state
licensed distribution facilities. Retail of properly pre-packaged products will
have significantly reduced odors compared to cannabis production
facilities or loose product facilities.
 
We also understand that Unit B will be a consumption lounge and will
allow certain specified consumption modes such as tinctures and edibles.
No vaporizing or smoking will be permitted.
 
It is our opinion that an odor mitigation plan can be developed and
implemented that will result in no substantial odors outside the proposed
facilities. Alternatives East has proposed, and Yorke recommends, that
the odor mitigation plan and associated ventilation system be designed
and certified by an appropriate professional and maintained properly.
(Emph. Added.)
 
Because the store will have its own HVAC system, none of the other
tenants in the building would detect odors that might come from the store
(if any did escape.)
 
 
 
Traffic:
 
We will conduct a survey which will satisfy the City’s requirements that
traffic will not be unduly impacted because of the new store. The extra-
wide avenues surrounding Bethards and Yulupa are more than sufficient
to handle auto traffic.
 
Security:
 
Sean Cooke manager of All Guard Security attended the neighborhood
meeting and was able to assure attendees (before and after the meeting)
that modern, state of the art security will be utilized. Our high-tech security
will be discreet, nearly invisible, and thorough.  
 
Many studies have shown that increased security in neighborhoods
prevents crime because it provides “eyes on the street.” People who know
they are under surveillance behave differently because they feel their
actions are under scrutiny and being recorded.
 
Many times, when trouble or traffic accidents occur, the police turn to local



businesses for security footage to determine what happened. In this way,
Alternatives East will be an asset to our community.
 
But a  study from 2017 2  found that cannabis dispensaries had a positive
effect on crime in the neighborhoods in which they are located, and have
lowered crime, for the same reason that restaurants reduce crime in the
neighborhoods in which they are located.
 
Researchers from the study reported, "Our results demonstrate that the
dispensaries were not the crime magnets that they were often described
as, but instead reduced crime in their immediate vicinity." Some other
ways dispensaries reduce crime are by maintaining well lit areas, keeping
surrounding vegetation trimmed and attractive, and dispensary staff are
trained to report suspicious activity.
 
Community Participation:
 
For the past 10 years, Alternatives has operated a successful dispensary
on Hampton Way, near Stony Point and Sebastopol Rd. First serving
medicinal, and then recreational cannabis since 2018, Alternatives has
been a model participant in our community. Alternatives’ annual Warm
Sock drive for the homeless and Christmas Toy Drives have brought
smiles to many. We have helped transform our neighborhood. When the
home next door went into foreclosure, we received permission to paint it
and haul away all the garbage on the property. We striped the street,
landscaped, paved, and converted an old smog shop that was violating
building codes in to a warm, welcoming, safe place. Medically, we have
contributed to studies on the effect of cannabis on Alzheimer patients,
cancer patients, and, notably, we brought the brain tumor experts at UCSF
and California Pacific Medical Center to study cannabis’ effect on brain
gliomas. We have sponsored patients in need, give discounts to seniors,
veterans, students, and teachers and run educational programs on diverse
topics including safe growing techniques and safe use of cannabis. We
treat every interaction as an opportunity to listen to individual needs and
respond.
 
Property Values:
 
While the new store will occupy only about 2500SF of the 17,000SF
building, the store will have a positive economic impact on our
neighborhood. Per a recent  study 3  that looked at dispensaries (referred
to as retail conversions in the study) and housing, "single family
residences close to a retail conversion (within 0.1 miles) increased in
value by approximately 8.4% relative to houses that are located slightly
farther from a conversion..." A rise of 8.4% in the value of a home is
significant for nearby homeowners.
 



Dispensaries increase property values in the surrounding area by:
 

Renovating commercial properties (maintenance on 2300 Bethards
has been neglected for many years)
Encouraging other types of businesses to relocate near the
dispensary
Dispensary staff often volunteer in the local community to clean up
the neighborhood
Reducing crime in the neighborhood in which they are located

 
 
 
 
Staying Local is Important
 
Alternatives hires locally, helping people afford to live in our community
(we also offer health and dental insurance, pay well above minimum
wage, and hire a diverse staff.) Local businesses all benefit from
increased use of restaurants, banks, stores, service industries, and more.
 
Moreover, big canna-business has arrived in town. Most new dispensaries
opening are funded by multi-million dollar investors who have been
promised huge returns and glitzy stores that will sell national brands with
the best advertising. While it may be lucrative, this business model draws
money away from local, small farmers and chef-manufacturers who just
can’t compete.
 
Alternatives is the exact opposite. It has been 100% woman owned
without any outside investors. We give preference to local small, family
farmers and manufacturers. We train farmers in complex state and local
compliance to support their hard work and reach out to even more farmers
to come in from the gray markets and into the light of lab testing and tax
contribution.
 
Bennett Valley has always supported productive citizens who treasure our
natural environment, respect others’ differences, and appreciate privacy. It
also encourages light-heartedness, the arts and music, and spiritual
growth. Alternatives East fits Bennett Valley perfectly with its respect and
love for nature, discrete and understated presence, and quiet support for
all our neighbors and community.
 
Alternatives hopes you will write a letter supporting our branch,
Alternatives East, to that we may continue to provide the finest service to
our community possible!
 
 



 
Thank you and Be Well,
 
 
 
Karen Kissler for Alternatives East
 
PS. If, as a result of this information, you are inclined to withdraw your
opposition, we would be very grateful. Susie Murray's email is
smurray@srcity.org. Thank you. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 Pg.1, Para. 3
 
2 Univ. of Calif. Irvine study, Journal of Urban Economics/Marshall School
of Business,” "Our results demonstrate that the dispensaries were not the
crime magnets that they were often described as, but instead reduced
crime in their immediate vicinity," said Jacobson…Jacobson added, "We
can conclude from our research that retail businesses are effective in
lowering crime, even when the retail business is a medical marijuana
dispensary."
 
  https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/07/170711125704.htm
 
3 “Contact High: The External Effects of Retail Marijuana Establishments
on House Prices James Conklin, University of Georgia∗ Moussa Diop,
University of Wisconsin-Madison † and Herman Li, California State
University, Sacramento ‡ August 30, 2017. “We find that single family
residences close to a retail conversion increased in value by
approximately 8% relative to houses that are located slightly farther away.”
https://wsbfiles.wsb.wisc.edu/digital/mdiop/intellcont_journal/contact_high_public-
1.pdf
 



From: Murray, Susie
To: Emily Szopsinki
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Issue: Opposition of marijuana consumption lounge in bennet valley
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:27:00 PM

Thank you for your comments.  I’ve added a copy to the public record (project file) and will provide a copy to the
Planning Commission prior to any action taken.

Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org

Please consider the environment before printing.

-----Original Message-----
From: Emily Szopsinki <eakimoff@aim.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2020 1:04 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Issue: Opposition of marijuana consumption lounge in bennet valley

Hello,

I am a home owner and parent who lives near the proposed marijuana consumption lounge/store on Yulupa and
Bethards. I would like to express my deepest concern and opposition to placing such an establishment in our family
friendly neighborhood. I am concerned for several reasons: the fact that customers can get high at this establishment
and leave, driving through the shopping center and out of bennet valley poses a danger for all
driving/walking/cycling in the area. This increases risk of robbery, potentially involving dangerous weapons in our
area- as the owner has experienced in her current location. I am also concerned about the type of customers this
facility will attract and feel concerned walking in the shopping center with my young daughter knowing this would
be there. Please consider these concerns and please advocate to keep bennet valley family friendly and safe.

Thank you,

Emily Szopinski



From: Murray, Susie
To: Amy Bolten
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Oppose vaping lounge and cannabis store at 2300 Bethards!
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:20:00 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

Thank you for your comments.  A copy has been added to the public file, which will be provided to
the Planning Commission before action is taken on the requested Conditional Use Permit.
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
 
still strong_sm

P Please consider the environment before printing.

 
 

From: Amy Bolten <amy@christophersonproperties.net> 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 5:17 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Oppose vaping lounge and cannabis store at 2300 Bethards!
 
I cannot express enough how much I oppose this plan. It is inconceivable that the city would allow
this in family-friendly residential neighborhood. I am happy to lend my name to any opposition
effort.
 
Best, Amy Bolten
 
Amy Christopherson Bolten
Broker
Christopherson Properties
565 W. College Avenue
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
707-843-0503
amy@christophersonproperties.net
 



From: Murray, Susie
To: Diane Cummings
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Opposed to dispensary in Bennett Valley
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:15:00 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

Thank you for your comments.  I’ve added a copy to the public record (project file) and will provide a
copy to the Planning Commission prior to any action taken.
 
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
 
still strong_sm

P Please consider the environment before printing.

 
 
From: Diane Cummings <dpcummings5@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 4:32 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Opposed to dispensary in Bennett Valley
 
Dear Ms. Murray,
 
I have lived in Bennett Valley for 30+ years and am definitely in opposition to a dispensary/pot
lounge bar in the neighborhood nearby the Annadel shopping center. (Bethards/Yulupa)  I have
heard the lounge bar has been tabled for now but I am still in opposition of the dispensary.  We are
promised all sorts of things from the city--security, no reduction in our home values, no odors or
smells, no individuals loitering about--it all sounds wonderful doesn't it???  I don't think the people
in the eastern part of Santa Rosa are at a loss for how or where to get cannibas if they need it.  We
do not need to add another dispensary unless you can find a more industrialized area where the
above concerns are not impacted.  I'm sure you could come up with a better plan that would service
both groups--those who support more cannibas dispensaries and young families and concerned
citizens who do not want this in our neighborhood.  Please consider other options and save our
neighborhood. 
 
Thank-you,
 
Diane Cummings



From: Murray, Susie
To: Kelly Cummings
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] OPPOSED: Marijuana Dispensary, Bethards and Yulupa Avenue
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:42:00 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

Kelly,
 
My standard response is:   Thank you for your comments.  I’ve added a copy to the public record
(project file) and will provide a copy to the Planning Commission prior to any action taken.  In your
case, I would like to also thank you for taking the time to explain your concerns.  Staff will be
reviewing most of them as part of the application review process, the only exception being property
values.  If you’d like to talk about that some more, I’d be happy to set aside some time for a short
discussion. My direct line is shown below.
 
Susie
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
 
still strong_sm

P Please consider the environment before printing.

 
 
From: Kelly Cummings <kelly.elizabeth.cummings@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2020 9:50 AM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] OPPOSED: Marijuana Dispensary, Bethards and Yulupa Avenue
 
Dear Susie Murray,
 
Please see the attached letter in strong opposition, or read the copy and pasted letter below.  
 
I hope to receive a response from you personally, if you have the time.  I write this letter with great
hope. 
 
Thank you kindly,
 
Kelly 
 
Kelly Kail



2328 Horseshoe Drive
Santa Rosa, CA 95405
 
Susie Murray, Senior Planner
 
Dear Susie Murray,
 
I am writing you this letter to strongly oppose the proposed marijuana consumption
lounge and/or dispensary on the corner of Yulupa and Bethards near the Annadel
shopping center. 
 
I grew up in Bennett Valley, and live in Bennett Valley not far from the proposed
location and there has never been a more disgraceful addition to any shopping center
than this one.  There are so many reason I oppose the location of this dispensary. 
Please see the list of reasons below:   
 
First, we do not need another marijuana dispensary in Santa Rosa, especially in this
proposed location.  There are over 10 locations in Santa Rosa where individuals can
purchase marijuana, have it delivered, and tour marijuana facilities.  Santa Rosa is
not that large of a city.  There is no need for an additional marijuana dispensary. 
Also, Alternatives East already has a location out on Hampton Way, only five miles
away from the proposed location.  There is no need for them to have a second
location to work out of, especially this close and in the same city.
 
More importantly, the location at hand is surrounded by elementary schools, daycare
facilities, housing developments, and young families who are trying to raise their
children in a safe environment away from any drugs, crime, and any amount or
increase of individuals who are under the influence of drugs.  Legal or not, marijuana
alters one’s mind state and is not a desirable addition to any neighborhood.  Bennett
Valley has always been known as a local, family oriented, quaint sector of the greater
Santa Rosa.  The traffic is light, the people friendly, and the streets safe.  It has
always been a wonderful place to live, and I would hate to see this change.  I grew up
in Bennett Valley and my husband and I just recently purchased and moved into a
home in Bennett Valley, not far from the planned location of this marijuana
dispensary.  We are appalled at the thought of even possibly adding a marijuana
dispensary in our community neighborhood. We are looking forward to starting and
raising a family in Bennett Valley without any marijuana dispensaries in Bennett
Valley, especially near neighborhoods where many young children frequent walks
and bike rides down the streets, where we currently feel safe and away from harm,
and we hope the city planning committee will listen to all of the opposition they are
hearing. 
 
One of our neighbors wrote a letter to you and received a reply from Alternatives
East.  After reviewing the reply he shared with me, I have some notes to add which
can be seen in the following paragraphs:
 
Odor-One person cannot define the odor present from a dispensary, and one person
cannot guarantee the odor will not be smelt by the surrounding neighbors or passers-



by.  In one’s opinion, maybe the odor is not as prevalent as some dispensaries or
processing plants, but any type of odor coming from the proposed location should be
unheard of.  Odor mitigation plans have proven to fail in the past.  An HVAC system is
not the only way odors can be dispensed.  Opening and closing of windows and
doors, which will happen often and every day, will release the odors present from the
store.  It is bound to happen with such a potent item and there is no way to guarantee
the public will be protected from that.   
 
Traffic-the roads surrounding this area get highly impacted during certain times of the
day.  There are many people who live around these shopping centers and traffic is
already heightened throughout the day.  There is no way to tell before opening up a
marijuana dispensary the impact it would have on traffic patterns, therefore making it
impossible to foresee traffic being unduly impacted or not.  Also, more importantly,
there are so many people who frequent the roads of Yulupa and Bethards for
exercise.  Cyclists, walkers, joggers, runners, young kids walking to and from school,
etc.  There is a great fear of this proposed facility increasing the danger already
present with distracted driving.  Allowing the sampling of tinctures and edibles and
then allowing these consumers to get into their cars and drive should be unlawful.  It
is outrageous to think this would be allowed, especially in a family oriented
neighborhood.  Bennett Valley Road is already dangerous enough with reckless,
distracted, speeding drivers.  We do not need to add marijuana to the mix.   
 
Security-State of the art security systems have not stopped people in the past from
causing crimes, and they are not going to stop people now.  Why bring another
marijuana dispensary into our location to further raise crime that Santa Rosa and the
greater surrounding area has experienced ever since marijuana has been legalized? 
I can’t help but think of the many children that pass this location every day and the
fear that they and their parents would have if this location is turned into a marijuana
dispensary, not knowing what kind of individuals are visiting this location to consume
their edibles and tinctures, and then leaving, having no authoritative presence
protecting the public from the behavior that results when under the influence of
marijuana.  People who know they are under surveillance are also smart enough to
devise ways to protect themselves, their identity, and mess with monitoring systems
so they can commit their crimes unseen.  Alternatives East, or any marijuana
dispensary, would not be an asset to our community.  It is known that Alternatives
East’s other location has been known to have armed robberies.  There was a delivery
person carrying 200 joints to be delivered who was robbed at gunpoint.  Why on earth
would anyone see this as okay and want to bring this into our neighborhood?  There
are many other avenues we can take to protect our neighborhood. 
 
As for the service Alternatives East feels it provides to the community, it can continue
serving the community from its already current location on Hampton Way.  It does not
need a second location, and in the same city, in order to do so. 
 
Property values-they have ebbed and flowed in Santa Rosa throughout decades. 
There is no solid evidence that the addition of a marijuana dispensary alone can
cause an increase in property values.  We have seen the impact first hand in many
aspects of property values increasing and decreasing; fires, community populations



changing, demand of new homes, the economy, new builds, and more.  There is no
concrete eveidence that a marijuana dispensary is the one factor that could increase
property values.  I am very certain there would be a huge decline in property values in
the homes in Bennett Valley if this is passed and goes through.    
 
Thank you for reading my letter of great opposition against the proposed location of a
marijuana dispensary and/or consumption lounge on the corner of Bethards and
Yulupa.  I would be greatly discouraged and lacking hope in the city planning
committee and our county at large if the decision is made to move forward with this
proposed plan.  Think of our children.  Thing of our young families.  Think of our
community.  All of my neighbors are appalled at this proposal.  99% of the attendees
at the meeting on January 22 raised their hands in opposition.  Listen to the people. 
Please make a wise decision and do not allow this proposal to go through. 
 
Thank you kindly,
 
Kelly Kail
 
 
 
 
 
 



From: Murray, Susie
To: "Lisa Stahr"
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Permit Application for 2300 Bethards Drive Project File No. PRJ19-047
Date: Thursday, April 9, 2020 4:58:54 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

Ms. Stahr,
 
Thank you for taking time to send your comments.  When I am able, I will put a copy in the public
file, which will also be provided to the Planning Commission prior to any action being taken.
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
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From: Lisa Stahr <lbstahr@hotmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 9:11 AM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>; Sawyer, John <jsawyer@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Permit Application for 2300 Bethards Drive Project File No. PRJ19-047
 
I'm writing to voice my strong opposition to the approval of a permit for a cannabis dispensary
and consumption lounge at 2300 Bethards Drive.  The increased traffic from people outside
this quiet neighborhood, as well as the potential for consumers driving under the influence,
are two serious risks not worth taking in our community.  The site in question is near many
apartments and homes, and the area sees considerable foot traffic, particularly people
walking dogs, the elderly, and adults with small children.  And because it would be a
"destination" dispensary, it will increase traffic on the sections of Bennett Valley Road that link
Rohnert Park (through Grange) and Glen Ellen.  For those of us who live off Bennett Valley
Road in rural Bennett Valley, this road is already a nightmare to drive with its steady stream of
accidents, near-accidents, and reckless drivers.  The road was never designed to handle the
amount of traffic it currently gets; adding more drivers to it is just irresponsible.    
 
Please, for our safety, do not grant this permit for a dispensary in Bennett Valley.  
 
Lisa Stahr
6811 Gardner Ranch Road
Santa Rosa, CA  95404



 



From: Murray, Susie
To: Tamara Blass
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Petition for Bethards Dispensary
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 3:41:00 PM
Attachments: image003.jpg

Ms. Blass,
 
Thank you for taking the time to provide your comments.  I've placed a copy in the public file and will
provide a copy to the Planning Commission prior to the Commission taking action. 
 
Also, the applicant sent me an email after the Neighborhood Meeting and retracted her request that
vaping/smoking be included in the onsite consumption area. I’m expecting a revised narrative as part
of the completeness process.  My guess is that if you check back in the next month or so, the revised
narrative may be available.
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
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From: Tamara Blass <tamarablass@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 9:11 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Petition for Bethards Dispensary
 

Dear Ms. Murray,

 
I attended the neighborhood meeting for the proposed
cannabis dispensary at 2300 Bethards Drive and wanted to
cast my vote in favor of the application for the following
reasons:

I have been a resident and real estate professional in
Sonoma County for over 20 years and care deeply about our
neighborhoods and community. I genuinely feel that having
a well-run business could be good for the area in general.
I believe Dispensary applications should be considered on a



neighborhood by neighborhood basis but also seen from the
macroeconomic viewpoint as businesses that contribute
financially help to improve our communities. Hopefully, this
dispensary would contribute financially to our community by
hiring locally and contributing increased taxes assessed to
dispensaries and be seen as an asset.
 
I have reviewed this application for “fit” and feel it is
compatible with our Bennett Valley neighborhood. First, the
area already supports high traffic with wide avenues and
adequate access for both residents and neighboring large
businesses such as Safeway, the 76 Gas Station, and many
contiguous professional office buildings. From what I heard
the applicant is not asking for a variance from city signage
regulations and that no signs would display that cannabis
was sold in the building and that they carefully screen who
can enter, only allowing adults and medical patients with
valid medical cards. Those protections seem to me to be
sufficient as I do not feel it would be in the communities best
interest to have bold and out of place signage advertising
this kind of business. My hope is that this will be a
welcoming Dispensary that will fill a special need in our
community, serving our local neighborhood, improving the
current establishment and of course, contributing to Santa
Rosa's economic needs as well, thru the taxes generated if
the business is successful.
 
My biggest reservation is the petition for a smoking lounge,
as I do not feel that having a place where people can
aggregate to imbibe is really acceptable for this kind of a
neighborhood location. I would like to hear more about how
this kind of addition would benefit anyone but overall I am
not in favor of what in my mind would be akin to a "bar" and
am concerned about drawing people to smoke or vape on-
premises in what is mostly a residential neighborhood.is a
great idea.
 
Other than that, I am generally in favor of the applicant's
petition for a Dispensary. My hope is that it will be a well-run
establishment that will blend in with the community. I do not
feel that concerns that it will draw crime are warranted
because businesses like this seem to go out of their way to
ensure their own and the public's safety in general.
 
If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to



contact me. Tamara Blass. 707-701-7734
 
Thank you for your time.
 
 
Kind Regards,
 
 
Tamara Blass

 
--
                              
                              
                             707-703-7734
                             DRE Lic# 01867908
 



From: Susan Chamberlain
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Pot lounge and retail store, in Bennett Valley!
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 7:05:23 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

Got a Reply!

On Monday, January 27, 2020, 03:27:35 PM PST, Murray, Susie <smurray@srcity.org> wrote:

Thank you for taking the time to provide your comments.  I've placed a copy in the public
file and will provide a copy to the Planning Commission prior to them taking action.

 

 

Susie Murray | Senior Planner

Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404

Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
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From: Susan Chamberlain <susanchamber@att.net> 
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2020 2:51 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot lounge and retail store, in Bennett Valley!

 

Please know that I do not support  the  proposed, Retail store and especially the lounge , in Bennett 
Valley! In fact, I and totally, against any such establishment, in family friendly Bennet Valley! Susan
Chamberlain, over 40 Year resident in Bennett Valley 



From: Murray, Susie
To: Tom & Jeanne
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Pot dispensary
Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 2:55:00 PM

Thank you for taking time to provide your comments.  I will place a copy in the public file and be sure the Planning
Commission receives a copy prior to taking action on the requested Conditional Use Permit.

Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org

Please consider the environment before printing.

-----Original Message-----
From: Tom & Jeanne <jeanne5017@sonic.net>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 8:50 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot dispensary

Excuse me, but this neighborhood is NOT an appropriate location for what amounts to a pot shop and lounge in
which to get high.  The corner you’re proposing this for is loaded with children going to and from school in the
mornings and afternoons.  This bar/lounge should be in downtown Santa Rosa NOT a family centered community in
the Bethards/Yulupa neighborhood.  We strongly protest these plans. There has not been enough information
distributed to the community.  Please reconsider giving a permit to these people.  Now is the time to stop this before
it’s too late.  It’s a lot easier to say no to this now then to try and shut it down at a later date.  Please think and be
reasonable!

Sincerely,  Tom and Jeanne Nelson



From: Deanne
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Pot dispensary and Lounge
Date: Thursday, February 20, 2020 7:01:35 PM

Dear Ms Murray ,

Thank you for the quick follow up.  My address is 

Deanne

On Feb 20, 2020, at 5:28 PM, Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org> wrote:

Ms. Wilburn,
 
Thank you for your comments.  I’ve included a copy in the public file and will provide a
copy to decision makers prior to any action taken. 
 
On a separate note, did you receive a notice about the Neighborhood Meeting.  If so,
you’re on the mailing list and will receive a Notice of Public Hearing when scheduled.  If
you didn’t receive a notice, may I have your address?  If you’d prefer it didn’t go into
the public record, please give me a call and I’ll add it while you’re on the phone.
 
Thank you.
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
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From: Deanne Wilburn <sdwilburn@att.net> 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 3:56 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>; Sawyer, John <jsawyer@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot dispensary and Lounge
 
I am very concerned about a pot dispensary and lounge being put at the corner of
Yulupa and Bethards.  This area is a family area and not conducive to this type of
business.  Besides our own distaste for this business and what it will take away from
our neighborhood..we have 4 schools that are located  within  a short distance to this
possible business.  Children regularly walk by this intersection  throughout the day.
They do not need to pass by someone or a group of people that might be high,



planning to get high or at best unpredictable and feel unsafe on their way to school
or going home. In addition, a short distance away is the SAY center.  I think we can
all agree that  vulnerable teens don't need to have this element  so close to their safe
haven and will only serve a  negative impact on their well being.  Finally there are
several half way houses within walking distance of this building with individuals that
are trying to rehabilitate from either drug and/or alcoholism, sanctioned or
sentenced to be in a safe environment and who are very vulnerable to this type of
business and falling away from their treatment centers. With this, I hope you will
agree as our Santa Rosa representative, that it is time  say to "No"
 
 
If there are any further meetings regarding this business and its possible approval by
the City, I would like to be notified of the date and time.  I think you will find that
this is not a decision that will be accepted by the Bennett Valley Community.
 
Thank you for your time.
 

Deanne Wilburn
 



From: Murray, Susie
To: barbara thomas
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Pot Dispensary in Bennett Valley
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:13:00 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

Thank you for your comments.  I’ve added a copy to the public record (project file) and will provide a
copy to the Planning Commission prior to any action taken.
 
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
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From: barbara thomas <babbett12@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 3:29 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot Dispensary in Bennett Valley
 
I was just made aware of having a dispensary on Bethards and Yulupa and would like to let you know
I am in favor of it. I am not sure about the vaping lounge because I do not think a lot of people would
use it.
Thank you,
Barbara Thomas Bennett Valley resident



From: Murray, Susie
To: Bridget
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Pot lounge
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:17:00 PM

Thank you for your comments.  A copy has been added to the public file, which will be provided to the Planning
Commission before action is taken on the requested Conditional Use Permit.

Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org

Please consider the environment before printing.

-----Original Message-----
From: Bridget <bridget_schneider@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 1:34 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot lounge

The pot lounge is a terrible idea that will only bring crime to the small corner of Bennet Valley.  Pot retail and pot
lounges are forbidden in Marin County which means other counties will be coming to our section of Santa Rosa. 
Multiple stores in this area I’ve already been robbed and now this lounge is encouraging people to smoke pot and
rob people when they leave the store.   When the users leave they will deserve a DUI and there are multiple schools
that children walk from around this location!  It sounds like the owner of the Pot lounge has been robbed at the other
pot retail location that doesn’t even allow smoking it’s only retail.  The whole reason this is getting past is for the
tax money.   Once the city gets the tax money they will spend it in irresponsible ways.  This includes a terrible
attempt to help the homeless without addressing mental health, drug addiction, or needle exchange.  Children won’t
be safe walking home from a school outside a drug lounge.   Californian’s will flee this high tax dollar state that
seems to be promoting crime and not enforcing punishment.

Bridget



From: George Traverso
To: Murray, Susie
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Pot Lounge BV
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 5:52:39 PM

Dear Ms. Murray

That makes no difference... even with the applicant's revised request, we still maintain that such a project
is not compatible with our neighborhood.  Thank you for your consideration, George Traverso  

On Monday, January 27, 2020, 05:23:39 PM PST, Murray, Susie <smurray@srcity.org> wrote:

Mr. Traverso,

Thank you for sending in your comments.  I've added a copy to the public file and will be sure the
Planning Commission receives a copy prior to taking action.

Please also note that shortly after the Neighborhood Meeting, which was held on January 22, 2020, the
applicant revised her project description to eliminate the request for vaping/smoking in the onsite
consumption area.  Please feel free to come review the project materials.

Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org

Please consider the environment before printing.

-----Original Message-----
From: George Traverso <geosan@sbcglobal.net> 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 2:40 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot Lounge BV

Dear MsMurray,
As long time residents of Bennett Valley and neighbors of this proposed “ pot lounge”location, we oppose
this plan. The city of Santa Rosa is fortunate to have created such an outstanding example of a wonderful
place to live! Let’s not ruin it!!!!
This is a family oriented neighborhood around this pot location proposal. There are many elementary
schools within walking distance to this area. As teachers we feel these children should not be exposed on
their way home from school to the many dangers that this dispensary would present. Let us look at the
safety and well being of our children and families rather than putting money and profits first.
Thank you for your attention and acknowledging our concerns. 
George and Sandra Traverso
Sent from my iPhone



From: Murray, Susie
To: Marlene Collins
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Pot Lounge on Bethards Drive,
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:42:00 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

Thank you for your comments.  I’ve added a copy to the public record (project file) and will provide a
copy to the Planning Commission prior to any action taken.
 
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
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From: Marlene Collins <marwolf1942@sbcglobal.net> 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2020 12:18 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot Lounge on Bethards Drive,
 
I live here in BV, only couple blocks from Bethards Drive.  Strawberry
School is nearby, I want to lend my voice to a definite
NO VOTE to have a pot lounge in our neighborhood.  It has no place here.
There is a rather large vacant former furniture store on Cleveland Ave.,
same property were K-Mart used to be, why not move there?
Absolutely not in a neighborhood with young families, seniors, school. 
What is this town coming to??? Homelessness, Pot lounges, that is
ridiculous.  
Not in my quiet neighborhood.
Marlene M. Collins

Bennett Valley
Santa Rosa, CA



From: Murray, Susie
To: Grant Glenn
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Pot lounge proposal
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:21:00 PM

Thank you for your comments.  A copy has been added to the public file, which will be provided to the Planning
Commission before action is taken on the requested Conditional Use Permit.

Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org

Please consider the environment before printing.

-----Original Message-----
From: Grant Glenn <grant.glenn41@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 5:24 PM
To: _CityCouncilListPublic <citycouncil@srcity.org>; Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot lounge proposal

City council,
Looks city council wants to ruin Bennett Valley with pot stores and pot lounges for more revenue .Since pot lounges
and pot retail are forbidden in Marin county,  the small corner of Bennett Valley will no doubt attract multiple
counties worth of idiots and increase crime.  What’s next? Fentanyl sales?  I live blocks away from where this
project is being proposed and I want to see my neighborhood safe for children.  The jewelry store has been robbed,
Chase and Exchange bank have been robbed multiple times and my work truck has been broken into twice and my
company has had two trucks stolen from this neighborhood stripped and dumped in Vallejo. These are facts, not
opinions!
Criminals will no doubt be back to rob this store. Who will be collateral damage?

Grant



From: Murray, Susie
To: Denise Brandon
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Pot Lounge
Date: Thursday, February 6, 2020 3:09:00 PM

Denise,

Any email sent to me becomes public record.  If you'd like to talk to me on the phone, I'll make time for you.

Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org

Please consider the environment before printing.

-----Original Message-----
From: Denise Brandon <twins.kt@icloud.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 6, 2020 12:38 AM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot Lounge

Susie Murray, Senior Planner;

I am writing to protest the opening of a pot lounge (if that is what you call it) in Bennett Valley.  Santa Rosa has
already ruined a large part city with with these disgusting smelly places and allowing this stupid Emerald Cup to
come into our once nice county.
Bennett Valley is a hub to multiple families and schools. There are around 8 to 10 schools in just this area alone and
most families have 2 to 3 children.  This is an area with many children in it and the pot heads have no right to invade
our family orientated neighborhood.  With the fires, and these”lounges” we no longer live in a bedroom
community.  Please don’t let our kids down.
A concerned citizen
This is a confidential email

Sent from my iPhone



From: Murray, Susie
To: Sue Albon
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Pot shop plus pot lounge
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 5:27:00 PM

Sue,

Thank you for sending in your comments.  I've added a copy to the public file and will be sure the Planning
Commission receives a copy prior to taking action.

Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org

Please consider the environment before printing.

-----Original Message-----
From: Sue Albon <sue@redecho.net>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 3:56 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pot shop plus pot lounge

Dear Susie,

I live on Old Ranch Drive and walk daily, with my husband who has Alzheimers, past the proposed site for the 
pot/bar lounge

at Yulupa and Bethards, on our to have coffee at Starbucks. It is one of the few ways I can entertain him.  I do not
support the project

which does not fit into our neighborhood.

In addition, I should like to point out that we have a sober home, with
15 occupants ,next door to our house on Old Ranch Drive.

They are located there because we are considered to be a drug free neighborhood. The two facilities do not seem to
be compatible.

I urge you to act against this decision by our City Council.

Sincerely,

Sue Albon



From: Murray, Susie
To: Christine Cucina
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Proposed Bennett Valley Dispensery
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:36:00 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

Thank you for your comments.  I’ve added a copy to the public record (project file) and will provide a
copy to the Planning Commission prior to any action taken.
 
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
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From: Christine Cucina <4cucinas@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2020 8:51 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Cc: Susan.Gorin@sonoma-county.org
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Proposed Bennett Valley Dispensery
 

Ms. Murray,
 

We are writing to voice our objection to the application from Karen Kissler of
Alternatives cannabis dispensery to open a dispensery and "consumption lounge" at
the location of 2300 Bethards Drive in Bennett Valley.
 

A dispensary and lounge are incongruous with this family-oriented neighborhood.
We are particularly concerned with the safety of allowing the consumption lounge
to be installed in this location, with access to and from via rural Bennett Valley
Drive. I think Ms. Kessler said it best herself in this April, 2018 article in the Press

Democrat: “It is so much safer for our clients to get their items
delivered,” she added. “No one needs to drive."
 

In addition, we find Ms. Kissler's letter to neighbors near the



location (copy attached) to be presumptious and disingenous.
Presumptious, given the letterhead name and address of her as-
of-yet-unapproved business location. Disingenous in that there
is no mention of her plans for a consumption lounge, nor does
she see fit to sign her letter in full. It would seem that she
anticipated her business would be unappreciated by those to
whom she is addressing the letter. We find the assurances she
has made in the letter with regards to traffic, odor and security
unconvincing.
 

We trust that you will take the concerns of the neighbors and
businesses in the area into consideration when determining
whether to approve a permit for Ms. Kissler's business to move
into this location.
 

Kind regards,
 
Christine and Victor Cucina

Santa Rosa, CA 95405
 
 
cc: Supervisor Susan Gorin, Dictrict 1



From: Murray, Susie
To: Wayne Seden
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Proposed Marijuana Dispensary
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:14:00 PM

Thank you for your comments.  I’ve added a copy to the public record (project file) and will provide a copy to the
Planning Commission prior to any action taken.

Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org

Please consider the environment before printing.

-----Original Message-----
From: Wayne Seden <wseden2003@icloud.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 3:33 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Proposed Marijuana Dispensary

We are concerned about the proposed marijuana dispensary and lounge on the corner of Yulupa and Bethards. We
would like to know where this business operation resides within the review and approval process. Can you get back
to us with this information.
Thank you.
Wayne and Miriam Seden

Santa Rosa 95405

Sent from my iPad



From: Murray, Susie
To: Bridget
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: About the Dispensary Application at 2300 Bethards...
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:37:00 PM
Attachments: image003.jpg

Bridget,
 
I’m sorry this email from the applicant surprised you.  Any correspondence staff receives is part of
the public record (project file).  As a standard operating procedure, applicant’s receive comments
about their projects.  I tried to make that clear at the Neighborhood Meeting, but that message only
reached those that attended the meeting.  That said, your response to the applicant’s email is
helpful. 
 
Thank you.
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner
Planning & Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | smurray@srcity.org
 
still strong_sm

P Please consider the environment before printing.

 
 

From: Bridget <bridget_schneider@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 7:12 PM
To: KAREN KISSLER <mskslr@comcast.net>; Santa Rosa Govdelivery
<srcity.org@service.govdelivery.com>; Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: About the Dispensary Application at 2300 Bethards...
 

How come a city official isn’t emailing me? This sounds like the owner of the
dispensary.  How come city officials are giving out my email to the owner of the
dispensary? 

 

“The extra-wide avenues surrounding Bethards and Yulupa are more than
sufficient to handle auto traffic.”

That is tragic if you think that.  It is so hard to turn left or right out of CVS parking lot onto Bethards
because people are parked on the street and it is hard to see traffic coming. This will also negatively
effect cyclist who need to use the bike lanes and having the doors open and close constantly in the
bike lane since there is no way your parking lot will be efficient, this was practically admitted by



claiming to take the road parking. 
 
No smoking but still consuming? Don’t call it a lounge.  Its not about the Odor it’s about the drug. 
 
My city shouldn’t give out my email to the group/faculty I am opposing. 
 
Bridget 
 
 

On Jan 28, 2020, at 18:50, KAREN KISSLER <mskslr@comcast.net> wrote:

Alternatives East
 
2300 Bethards Dr.
 
Santa Rosa CA 95405
 
Karen Kissler: (415) 250-8888
 
January 28, 2020
 
 
 
Dear Neighbors,
 
On behalf of Alternatives East, the proposed dispensary at 2300 Bethards
Dr., I would like to thank you for reaching out to find out more about the
application. Many of the responses have been supportive, some have
been opposed. Overall, many have been opposed to the proposed
smoking or vaporizing lounge, connected to the dispensary. Because we
are responsive to our neighbors and the community, Alternatives
East has withdrawn its request for a vaporizing lounge at the
location. Hence, it will be unlawful for anyone to vape or smoke anywhere
on the property, in accordance with Santa Rosa regulations. Like many
stores, though, we would like to be allowed to dispense edibles and
tinctures. As our planner, Susie Murray stated at our meeting, the City has
granted this type of consumption to other dispensaries and allows
customers to sample various food products permitted by the state.
 
Some concerns raised at our meeting were:
 
Odor:
 



Attached please find the revised report of Yorke Engineers confirming that
we will not be packaging, processing, trimming, or drying cannabis at the
store as it will come to us pre-packaged.
 
The report states 1 :
 
“We understand that Alternatives East Unit A will be a cannabis
dispensary facility in which no packaging, processing, trimming, or drying
of cannabis will be conducted. All cannabis will be pre-packaged and
purchased from state licensed cultivators and manufacturers through state
licensed distribution facilities. Retail of properly pre-packaged products will
have significantly reduced odors compared to cannabis production
facilities or loose product facilities.
 
We also understand that Unit B will be a consumption lounge and will
allow certain specified consumption modes such as tinctures and edibles.
No vaporizing or smoking will be permitted.
 
It is our opinion that an odor mitigation plan can be developed and
implemented that will result in no substantial odors outside the proposed
facilities. Alternatives East has proposed, and Yorke recommends, that
the odor mitigation plan and associated ventilation system be designed
and certified by an appropriate professional and maintained properly.
(Emph. Added.)
 
Because the store will have its own HVAC system, none of the other
tenants in the building would detect odors that might come from the store
(if any did escape.)
 
 
 
Traffic:
 
We will conduct a survey which will satisfy the City’s requirements that
traffic will not be unduly impacted because of the new store. The extra-
wide avenues surrounding Bethards and Yulupa are more than sufficient
to handle auto traffic.
 
Security:
 
Sean Cooke manager of All Guard Security attended the neighborhood
meeting and was able to assure attendees (before and after the meeting)
that modern, state of the art security will be utilized. Our high-tech security
will be discreet, nearly invisible, and thorough.  
 
Many studies have shown that increased security in neighborhoods
prevents crime because it provides “eyes on the street.” People who know



they are under surveillance behave differently because they feel their
actions are under scrutiny and being recorded.
 
Many times, when trouble or traffic accidents occur, the police turn to local
businesses for security footage to determine what happened. In this way,
Alternatives East will be an asset to our community.
 
But a  study from 2017 2  found that cannabis dispensaries had a positive
effect on crime in the neighborhoods in which they are located, and have
lowered crime, for the same reason that restaurants reduce crime in the
neighborhoods in which they are located.
 
Researchers from the study reported, "Our results demonstrate that the
dispensaries were not the crime magnets that they were often described
as, but instead reduced crime in their immediate vicinity." Some other
ways dispensaries reduce crime are by maintaining well lit areas, keeping
surrounding vegetation trimmed and attractive, and dispensary staff are
trained to report suspicious activity.
 
Community Participation:
 
For the past 10 years, Alternatives has operated a successful dispensary
on Hampton Way, near Stony Point and Sebastopol Rd. First serving
medicinal, and then recreational cannabis since 2018, Alternatives has
been a model participant in our community. Alternatives’ annual Warm
Sock drive for the homeless and Christmas Toy Drives have brought
smiles to many. We have helped transform our neighborhood. When the
home next door went into foreclosure, we received permission to paint it
and haul away all the garbage on the property. We striped the street,
landscaped, paved, and converted an old smog shop that was violating
building codes in to a warm, welcoming, safe place. Medically, we have
contributed to studies on the effect of cannabis on Alzheimer patients,
cancer patients, and, notably, we brought the brain tumor experts at UCSF
and California Pacific Medical Center to study cannabis’ effect on brain
gliomas. We have sponsored patients in need, give discounts to seniors,
veterans, students, and teachers and run educational programs on diverse
topics including safe growing techniques and safe use of cannabis. We
treat every interaction as an opportunity to listen to individual needs and
respond.
 
Property Values:
 
While the new store will occupy only about 2500SF of the 17,000SF
building, the store will have a positive economic impact on our
neighborhood. Per a recent  study 3  that looked at dispensaries (referred
to as retail conversions in the study) and housing, "single family
residences close to a retail conversion (within 0.1 miles) increased in



value by approximately 8.4% relative to houses that are located slightly
farther from a conversion..." A rise of 8.4% in the value of a home is
significant for nearby homeowners.
 
Dispensaries increase property values in the surrounding area by:
 

Renovating commercial properties (maintenance on 2300 Bethards
has been neglected for many years)
Encouraging other types of businesses to relocate near the
dispensary
Dispensary staff often volunteer in the local community to clean up
the neighborhood
Reducing crime in the neighborhood in which they are located

 
 
 
 
Staying Local is Important
 
Alternatives hires locally, helping people afford to live in our community
(we also offer health and dental insurance, pay well above minimum
wage, and hire a diverse staff.) Local businesses all benefit from
increased use of restaurants, banks, stores, service industries, and more.
 
Moreover, big canna-business has arrived in town. Most new dispensaries
opening are funded by multi-million dollar investors who have been
promised huge returns and glitzy stores that will sell national brands with
the best advertising. While it may be lucrative, this business model draws
money away from local, small farmers and chef-manufacturers who just
can’t compete.
 
Alternatives is the exact opposite. It has been 100% woman owned
without any outside investors. We give preference to local small, family
farmers and manufacturers. We train farmers in complex state and local
compliance to support their hard work and reach out to even more farmers
to come in from the gray markets and into the light of lab testing and tax
contribution.
 
Bennett Valley has always supported productive citizens who treasure our
natural environment, respect others’ differences, and appreciate privacy. It
also encourages light-heartedness, the arts and music, and spiritual
growth. Alternatives East fits Bennett Valley perfectly with its respect and
love for nature, discrete and understated presence, and quiet support for
all our neighbors and community.
 
Alternatives hopes you will write a letter supporting our branch,



Alternatives East, to that we may continue to provide the finest service to
our community possible!
 
 
 
Thank you and Be Well,
 
 
 
Karen Kissler for Alternatives East
 
PS. If, as a result of this information, you are inclined to withdraw your
opposition, we would be very grateful. Susie Murray's email is
smurray@srcity.org. Thank you. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 Pg.1, Para. 3
 
2 Univ. of Calif. Irvine study, Journal of Urban Economics/Marshall School
of Business,” "Our results demonstrate that the dispensaries were not the
crime magnets that they were often described as, but instead reduced
crime in their immediate vicinity," said Jacobson…Jacobson added, "We
can conclude from our research that retail businesses are effective in
lowering crime, even when the retail business is a medical marijuana
dispensary."
 
  https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/07/170711125704.htm
 
3 “Contact High: The External Effects of Retail Marijuana Establishments
on House Prices James Conklin, University of Georgia∗ Moussa Diop,
University of Wisconsin-Madison † and Herman Li, California State
University, Sacramento ‡ August 30, 2017. “We find that single family
residences close to a retail conversion increased in value by
approximately 8% relative to houses that are located slightly farther away.”
https://wsbfiles.wsb.wisc.edu/digital/mdiop/intellcont_journal/contact_high_public-
1.pdf
 
<Odor Mitigation Study Final.pdf>


























































































































































































































































